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Council Backs Efforts
To Alter Coeds' Rules

Group
Suggests
Changes

in the amphitheater called for a friend, roommate, etc., pro - d180e»cte to slaves, at the March
°«ncil meeting.
By ALLEN TRIMBLE
arrangements permitting coeds viding entry.
"
'
In another matter, Representato enter residence halls after an
Executive Editor
Desired proposals should be ttve Alien Muncy told the Counwlnted ^^
me#
A committee of leading
m
effectlve
Monday, April 21.
& ne expects to Introduce
*%loak af£? gathering also
educators yesterday recom^ to remove slgn_0uf The Progress checked with» motion at next ^esday's
mended the implementation
^^ ln ^ re8ldence haui. to Mrs. Sally Oldham in President meeting concerning alleged
of four organizational and
Martin's office and she reported proper arrest procedures ln
reruse to use the cards, and to
structural changes in Eastrefuse points/penalties concern- that 1029 copies of the pamph- Madison County,
let had been turned in by Wll^
ern's Office of Student Af*
WUborn ^ a ^
ing use of the cards.
fairs.
The statement distributed also
from Dr. Henry G. Martin, vicesaid that "If desired results
"I could not in good Judgment president for student affairs
The committee, brought s to
are not achieved by action thus disregard that mandate of the stating that the Council is not
campus by the Board of Regents
taken, appropriate action will be governing body of this institution to select this year,s recipient
to study ways in which the Sturegardless of personal feelings," # ihe Friendship Cup.
taken."
dent
Affairs administration
In other business Tuesday, the wilborn told the Council.
could be better adapted to serve
The Council is scheduled to
Council tabled discussion on its
Wilborn distributed copies of meet again next Tuesday at
the students, released its report
in a news conference yesterday
proposed new constitution,
the article, which compares stu- 5^5 p.m. in the Grise Room.
morning.
Tuesday's Council action came
The committee was composed
after 45 minutes of discussion
of Dr. Miriam Sheldon, dean of
about coeds' policies, mostly
women. University of Illinois;
women's curfews-and sign-in and
Dr. Raleigh Holmstedt, presiout procedures.
dent-emeritus, Indiana UniverAbout 15 coeds, many of them
sity, and Dr. Merrill C. Beyerl,
non-Council
members, discussvice president for student afed coeds' policies. Most of the
fairs, Ball State University.
speakers spoke ln favor of reDr. Beyerl, acting as spokeslaxing coeds' curfews and un mnn for the group, emphasized
favorably about sign-in and signthnt the committee found the
basic organization and structure
out procedures.
By JANET COANE
of the student affairs office to
For the second straight time.
Academics Editor
be sound.
an overflow crowd Jammed the
He added that due to the rapid
Grise Room, Combs Building,
The Pass-Fail grading option took another step togrowth of Eastern's student
fox the Council session.
wards
adoption Tuesday when it was approved by the
body, the office was in need of
Discussion of policies came
President Martin announced
expansion and growth — espeCouncil
on Academic Affairs.
Wednesday, that classes will be after President Wilborn read to
cially in the area of additional
dismissed April 4, beginning at the Council the statement dlsHowever, Pass-Fall must still Pass-Fall Option for no more
professional personnel, and a
12:90 p-m.
tributed at Monday s garnering meet tne approval of the Faculty than one course with a maximum
reassignment of roles in some"
"This announcement Is made in the amphitheater. Prior to s^^te and the Board of Regents, of five credit hours per semesareas.
so that students may attend voting,
The committee presented their
discussion was limited before It becomes University ter.
Good Friday services or other to coeds at Wilborn's request, policy.
findings in four basic suggest4. students may choose the
services held on this day and
ions.
One coed, who said she is a The Pass-Fall Committee, a Pass-Fall Option or choose to
may have this extra time to 25-year-old former teacher, sub-committee of the Council on t^awt a change from the PassThe first suggestion recomspend with their families m ob- told the Council she favors later Academic Affairs, appointed last Fail Option to the usual grading
mended that the Powell Report
list
of
policies
which
they
wished
to
see
the
servance of the Easter SeaKathy
Murphy,
President
of
Clay
Hall
House
be accepted and utilized as the
curfews, and spoke unfavorably jm presented its Report Tuss- procedure only during pre- reglsadministration enact. Included among them son," said President Martin.
basic doctrine for student af- Council, speaks before the estimated 400 stuwere
changes
in
hours
and
present
sign
out
Classes will resume on Mon- about slgn-ln and out procedures ^' MThe Primary objective of tratton. registration, or up to the
dents who gathered In the amphitheatre
fairs.
the Pass-Fail option Is to encour- last date given ln each semester's
policies.
_
day,
April 7, on the appropriate and points/ penalties.
Monday
to
discuss
women's
sign
out
policies
The committee said they felt
(Staff photo by John araaea). " schedule. „
Other coeds spoke unfavorably ag* students to take courses they schedule when courses may ba
tho "responsibility for legisla- and hours. Presented at the meeting was a
i»
about an ^ttmahim" prnyislon ^t^ avoid because of lack of dropped without a grade,
ting and defining student beln the statement distributed M on- background or concern for lowerhavior is a responsibility of the
day stating that "appropriate lng grade point standings " said 5. Students may choose
the
entire academic community."
action" will be taken if de- the report.
Pass-Fail Option for free elecFurthermore, In policy making,
slred results are not achieved. The basic policies that were **ves as indicated above, but the
faculty, students, and adminisThe motion supporting the approved regarding the Pass- instructors for these courses
tration should participate, and
coeds' efforts was Introduced pail option are as follows:
w*11 not be informed when stu that the Powell Report was a
strong step in this direction.
by Wilborn and officially made
j# Students many choose the dents in their classes are under
In addition to the implementby Councilman Jim Mill*. The Pass-Fail option for a total of Pass-Fall Option. Instructors for
ation of the Powell Report they
motion stated that the coeds 15 hours of free electives. Cour- a" classes will turn in, as usual,
recommended that a person In
Monday were mature and re - sea taken under Pass-Fall must *n® designated end-of-course
the Office of Student Affairs be
sponsible, respectful and non- he exclusive of General Educa- grades, and the Registrar will
responsible for the administer- Pronosals concerning sitrn- A number of the coeds who thorough study of all coed reg - Case and Burnam Hall have violent, and kept with the Coun- Uon requirements Major and convert the assigned letter
ing of the programs instituted by nut■ WpHtirpa and rlosinir seemed to be leading the meet- ulations. He also said that study had "very few" cards taken. A ell's own desires.
Minor and other course require-«rade t0 a Pass-Fall Option
the Report.
The vote on the motion drew ments'for graduation.
grade, as applicable.
^T ™m™'« l?S«f ing, Miss Murphy and Lonnie was "well underway."
Clay Hall spokesmen refused
This individual would be in k™,«
„v,™ nrniimrinp
the" differ_ nou*f m wo™fn ° "*■"* Algler ln particular, urged all
Another campus meeting of comment.
P
StUd,ntS Wb
S bnaS, and committees set JOWteTB were the topics ol J^ studentg to remove slgn. m coeds ^ ,»«,„ called for ^^^y the attitude was "If * ThV'^tement distributed •»*
° ^J*"^ 6- «**<" «** <*°°" *•
discussion Monday as ap- out cards and refuse "to sign next Monday at 6:30 p.m., In the girls want
someone to McSay sSeoZt " * ^ 2^ X^^raTe^ntsSn?- S"! « T" 5 *££?
(Continued en Page Seven)
,ff
be allowed
allowed to
to £^5
?lTZ !^.^*5^w.^J2SL
•»«**• requirements for gradproximately 250 coeds, join- in or out, or not to expect points the amphitheatre.
know where they are, they can
Coeds should be
27o"are°ellbiblVto choose S^'ffSTcF*!i E
ed by. another 150 curious for falling to do so."
According to a taUy of wo- sign out at the desk," but no enter residence halls after dos- ££ Pa,s.FaU option.
^/. 3uBte ieedta T.
concerning the issue were lng time by prearrangement with 3# 8tudents ^ choose the co^Jo" ofgrleSnt!aveonlookers, convened in the
According to the proposal men's dormitories, the upper- r
more
amphitheatre <
released, if "no positive ac- classmen have reacted
rages.
coDies of an unsigned petition tion" is taken by the University than the freshmen,
But
correspondence
were circuit*T all who at- by March 31, "appropriate ac- Most of the cards ln Mc courses
and
offcampus clasbeen
tended toe meeting, the result Won" wlU come from the coeds. Gregor and Walters have
ses cannot be taken under this
of a sit-in Thursday In Walters
Tuesday" morning, President Pulled. All of Sullivan's cards
system next year. "We excluded
Hall The crowd was constantly Robert Martin told The Progress had been taken. Telford, a mixthen because they present certain
hampered by high winds and in- the University "would not, at ed upperclassmen - freshmen
problems and complications for
any time for under any clrcum- dormitory, had had many up termlttent rain.
the first year. We thought that it
stance, accept or consider any perclassmen's cards pulled, but
* was better to'start in the
Part of the petition resolved ultimatum." He noted that the «*tra cards had been re-Issued
residential area," said Dr.
that "aU dormitories will be recently-released Student Af - at the desk to those requesting
Thomas Stovall, vice president
closed and locked at an appoint- fairs Report called 1 for a them.
of academic affairs.
ed
time by their respective
housemothers." It further said
All provisions of the prothat coeds could enter dorms
gram will be evaluated annually
after closing hours "either by
during the first three years.
prearrangement with a friend
"This ls an experimental plan
roommate, etc
or arrangefor the first year and although
ments shall be made with Campus
It ls not as daring and sweepSafety and Security to schedule
ing as some might desire, It Is,
FRANK MANKIEWICZ
regular periods
of time for
ln my opinion, a substantial bedorms to be unlocked."
ginning. Plans are to evaluate it
during the next year, to assess
Kathy Murphy, president of
BY JUDI LEDFORD
^ Women at western Kentucky
Its merits, to Judge Its deClay Hall House Council and the
STAFF WRITER
University, Morehead State Unlapparent floor leader of Monfects, and to make appropriate
In a recent survey seeking verslty Murray State University,
day's session, said,' 'We realize
adjustments for the second
determine the policies gov- ^ university of Kentucky, the
that ten or twelve people can't to
year," said Dr. Stovall.
make a decision we need yourt0 ernlng women s hours, sign-Dean of Women. She may appeal to
The Pass- Fall Grading OpSmSu^sSsms'The Kress University^ Louisville, and Kention Committee was comprised
Stat Coll
e
go back
individual«,—.
dorms 'S^lLT^Sn'TS
tJ?nJf!
*
«* of Dr. Leroy Barlow, Dr. Charles
• >*„*to their
«...!,.«
contacted the office of the
Dean ^^
Below are the disparities found
The Public Affairs Forum will to. "find
out
Just what♦ everyGibson, and Dr. Glenn Carey,
v
T
J*
1
J
between
the
policies
of
the
sponsor the Appearance of Frank body else Is thinking."
Chairman. The Committee also
following
state
Institutions.
Mankiewicz, former press secAnother of the group's leadmet with four representatives
At
Eastern,
dorm
closing
• . -etary to the late President John ers, Ton! Eastham,
advocated
of the Student Council— Robert
hours for freshmen are 10 p.m.
F. Kennedy Wednesday, April 2, that "Student Council make it
Blythe, Diana Chesser, Mike
Monday- Thursday, 12 midnight
In Brock Auditorium at 8 p.m. our thing." Miss Eastham is
Fey,
and Stephen Wilborn.
Friday,
1:00
a.m.
Saturday
and
11
Mankiewicz will be the first secretary of the student legp.m. Sunday..
speaker this year brought to the islative body.
Sophomores are expected to be
campus by the committee. ComShortly after Miss Eastham
posed of faculty and students, spoke, a male, Frank Joyce, The American Association of * th«#dor.m £f Sunday-Thursthe Forum was set up last Sep- appeared from the
audience, Universitv Professors convened day, 12 midnight on Friday, and 1
tember by President Martin for walked to the stage and urged vesterdav afternoon for two a.m. on Saturday. Hours for Junthe purpose of bringing outstand- the crowd "to march around hrairs to" consider the recent ac- iors and seniors are U Sundaying speakers to campus.
campus, gain more, support and tion of the Board of Regents. Thursday and 1 a.m. Friday and
Last week the Regents cen- Saturday,
Mankiewicz started his career then let's go tell President Robin Journalism as sports editor ert Martin what we want." .'ured Student Association pres- The information Included on
"University Reform—
The
Steve Wilborn for distil- the sign-out cards is the day,
and later editor of the "Dally
With that the crowd started ident
Student
As
Artist"
will
be
the
hut,n
P copies of an essay. "The date, departure time, time re Brain" during his undergraduate to disperse for the proposed student
topic of Bill Smoot talk to
As N1
r
rhe
1
KS* -"
Bon" turned, and the coed's Initial,
days at UCLA. From there, march. Then, Student Associathe Free Speech Union next Monalso prohibited Wilborn from Q^ Q,, overnight card she must
Mankiewicz went to Columbia Uon president Steve Wilborn distributing
day
night In the LaFuze Room of
nny
more
copies.
^
4^
^
me daVj
ttme
ls
Graduate School and received his rushed to the stage and lm - A motion in the AAUP sea- ,
the
Moore
Building.
lg her destination, a phone
masters degree ln journalism. mediately asked the group to slon to release the decisions *
Smoot, editor-in-chief Of the
'
she maybereachMankiewicz kilned Western sit back down.
Purdue Exponent, dally student
made there to the press was number where
the
time
she expects to
Reporters as a Washington and
"We're not going to accom- defeated.
«*
*">
newspaper at Purdue Uni re
n
foreign
correspondent before plish anything by marching,"
Individual members last night V"' '
verslty, ls a senior philosophy
returning to California as City Wilborn said, "except may be. refused to make any comment At Eastern, a coed receives
major from Maysvllle/Kentucky
Editor of the "Santa Monica In- cause some trouble, and we as to whether or not the AAUP one point for failure to slgnout,
The student Journalist has had
dependent."
don't need that, These males had taken a stand, and if they one point for failure to sign ln,
his works published in Purdue's
ID 1952. Mankiewicz turned who are trying
to take this had. what the stand might be. and one point If she Is -29 mlnliterary magazine, and he holds
Prior to the meeting several utes late.
from Journalism to law, earned meeting over aren't Interestobtained the bottle from her father to put membership In Sigma Delta Chi,
Lynn
Moses,
sophomore,
is
on
her
way
to
a
Ms law degree at Berkeley ln ^ ln solving your problems' they members had drafted resolu- She receives two points If
in her room. It was too large for the car, Omlcron Delta Kappa and Iron
Prom all indications this party will be
1955 and practiced ln Beverly only want to cause trouble " tlons takln&* "trong exception she ls 30-59 minutes late. If she party.
so she carried it, and in the meantime she Key honor societies.
one
for
the
record
books,
or
so
is
indicated
by
Hills for six years.
The crowd then returned 'to ^^ **• Regents' action. How- is more than 29 minutes late she the bottle of gin which she appears to be
garnered quite a bit of attention. She ls acSmoot's talk ls scheduled for
Following
the election of order, and the meeting con - ever, It
it was
was not
not known
known if
i those must see Miss Mary K. Ingels, carrying. Actually the bottle is not real, it
companied
by
Joey
Mann.
8
p.m., and ls open to the pubwere
resolutions or any others
(Staff photo by Craig Clover) lic.
is only for the purposes of advertising. Lynn
(Continued on Page Ten)'
tlnued.
(Continued on Page Seven)
voted upon.
By JOE EDWARDS
News Editor
Efforts to change campus policies affecting coeds
shifted to second gear Tuesday as the Student Council
pulled its throttle and supported the movements. "
In other matters Tuesday
Council President Steve Wilborn
disclosed that he has returned
copies of "The Student as Nigger" to the office of Eastern
President Robert R. Martin.
Wilborn was censured March 19
by Eastern's Board of Regents for
distributing copies of the article
and was ordered at that time to
return all copies to Dr. Martin's
office.
Tuesday's support measure by
the Council concerns efforts bare
in the last week to change coeds'
curfew hours and sign-in and out
procedures.
A statement distributed Monday by students at a gathering
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Don't 'Lose Your Cool'

Students Avoid Danger With Responsibility
>»-

t KI

II"

Last week when die Board of Regents
committed its now much-publicized mistake
by refusing to permit the free flow of literature, they probably could not fathom the
reaction that would follow.
There are a few basic facts we must all
concede. The Board of Regents was wrong.
Students reacted in mass. Faculty cancelled
lectures to devote time to discuss what may
be the biggest issue in four years at Eastem. A fever pitch was reached.
Yet we are very fortunate mat the peace
has been kept, mat most students and faculty
have acted reasonably and responsibly in the
face of potential trouble.
Students have seized this opportunity to
push for solutions to problems that they believe are in immediate need of attention.
Now, we all must take extra caution not
to * lose our cool.' There exists on this
campus certain individuals determined to
cause trouble. The efforts of Steve Wilborn,
Neill Day, Allen Muncy and many others

to keep students from overreacting has
benn commendable.
It's an established fact mat violence just
won't work. Demonstrations might, but it
must be remembered that one individual can
cum a demonstration into a riot. Then all
things students are striving to accomplish
will be lost, and so will the good intentions
evident these last few days.
The last three sessions of the Student
Council, attended by overflow crowds, have
been the best examples we could offer of
concerned students responsibly debating and
considering motions before making decisions. Maybe the Board of Regents could
learn something here.
But these meetings have also revealed the
ill-founded, radical intentions of the minority. The minority can, though, in the proper situation, spoil the accomplishments of
the majority. We must all strive to prevent
this group from ever having their day.
The meeting in the amphitheatre Monday
found the coeds finally involved. The pro-

AS imffi IT
■ in i a mv.

A Time To Lead

posal they passed out was nothing short of
an ultimatum.
The discussion that followed Monday in
EWl
the ravine and Tuesday in the Council re|v>c*Ty -B«*f
vealed though, that the coeds weren't actually demanding anything. But their semantics were faulty, and therefore they came
off looking bad.
The administration cannot help but seriously consider what these women have to
say. There has been no consistency in the administration of dormitory regulations mat
appear archaic at the best Coed hours are
also too strict, and do need revision.
At the same time, students must remember that Rome wasn't built in a day, and
neither will their gripes be resolved in one
afternoon. They must realize administrators
will not react to demands, that nobody can
be expected to respond reasonably and favorably after being backed into a corner.
We must all give each side, each individual, each faction an equal opportunity to get
the ball moving. We do expect the administration to take some positive steps towards
solving the grievances of the coeds. We do
also expect the students to responsibly communicate their wishes and to give the an—r*^
thorities time to seek solutions.
Action has been taken. We must now
Be Obscene
wait for the administration to respond, hoping all the while that their decision will be Dear Editor:
Students should be obsoene and not heard.
made with the realization that a large num*
Daniel Wayne Kent
ber of students have attempted to work,
within the proper structure to enact what
Wake Up
they feel is right and just.
And, for the sake of our future and the Dear Editor:
Well can you when you're six years old.
future of higher education on this campus,
And drag you through the factory,
To train your brain for eighteen yean,
let's all maintain an aura of rationale and
With promise of security; ,
not ' lose our cool.:j0

by craig ammerman
Those two actual occurences not only
With the controversy over coed regula- typify inconsistency, but also a system burtions raging a heated battle, The Progress dened with arbitrariness,
decided to launch another survey of state
The systems in use at UK and U of L
institutions to see just where we stood in would appear very worthy of consideration
comparison.
^or ^ ^p^ K
.**•■•
*r
The results of that hastily-conducted sur, - T?h*eo*d> -«ff not asking for control of
vey appear on page one of this issue:—
the^Jnlversity^ They're;; oflfy requesting a
Guest Editorial
Basically what we've found is this—East- code of regulations that will make life
era is a little above Murray, Kentucky State more enjoyable and will thereby foster an
and Morehead, a little below Western and atmosphere more conducive to the goals
far behind the University of Kentucky and of higher education.
We have not seen the leaflet which has
University of Louisville.
Whatever we do, let's not point to West- offended the president and the regents of
The immediate reaction of those who em, Morehead and Murray and say we're, Eastern Kentucky University. It puts forth
would attempt to stifle this surge of sup- going to do whatever they do.
the proposition, we are told, that students
port by the coeds will cause some to say
For Western, Morehead and Murray are and faculty are subservient to, virtually
we're on a par with state norms, so why part of a state college system that has a slaves of, university administration; and it
change,
long way to go before they become some- expresses this opinion with a generous scatmm more
Just being average, or comparable with
8
thaan 'emerging universities.'
tering of obscenities.
state norms, is not what breeds a good uniEastern has taken some real forward-movNeihter the idea nor its mode of expreshas rh*
n( originality.
ArtomoiiHr In
T« t**+
versity. There comes a time when we should ing steps in the past two weeks. Things like sion
sion nas
tne virtu*
virtue ot
fact,
take a step out and do some leading instead introduction of pass-fail, hiring of more both the idea and the naughty words used
of waiting for somebody else to lead.
black professors and the dissemination of to convey it are tiresomely familiar. At
But more than just hours is at stake here. black studies into the liberal arts curricul- least we doubt that the California State
It's something akin to fairness, or maybe ums* **"* me involvement of students on College professor who wrote it found any
even better, consistency.
curriculum committees are the kinds of new words.
We also doubt that those Eastern KentucThe rules that govern life in coed living actioris that build #«* universities,
Wc
quarters are outdated. Even worse, there
didn't wak for Western, Murray and ky University students who (theoretically)
is absolutely no consistency in application.
Morehead to do something in these areas. will be deprived of the chance to read the
For example:
This University took its own steps, and they leaflet as a result of the regents' action will
W
be deprived of anything significant or even
A coed comes in ten minutes late twice,
'M V*Y °K m me graduates produced,
entertaining.
and turns in her class schedule one day late.
Therefore, there is no reason to wait for
But it seems to us that if the regents and
She is assessed one point for each infraction, the other state schools to move in the area
Dr.
Robert R. Martin, Eastern's president,
Another coed is caught staying out all of coed regulations,
night once, twice is reprimanded for havAs I see it, it's time for this University to had tried their to get Eastern students
ing a dirty room and three times is guilty lead again and establish forward- to read what may well be only a shabby
of coming in after curfew. She is assessed looking policies within the realm of student pamphlet, they could not have done a better job. They have forbidden W. Stephen
a total of one point.
affairs.
■

ii
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Regents Wrong

(Ooattaned OB page ftam)
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But then you're free, and forty years
,
You waste to chase the dollar sign,
So you may die in Florida
At the pleasant age of sixty-nine.
You're nee to speak your mind, my friend.
As long as you agree with me.
Don't criticise the father-land
Or those who shape your destiny,
'Cause if you do, you'll lose your job,
Your mind, and all the friends you knew.
We'll send out all our boys in blue
And they'll find a way to silence you.
There's nothing you and I can do,
You and I are only two;
What's right and wrong is hard to say
So forget about it for today.
Well stick our heads into the sand,
And pretend that all Is grand,
And hope that it turns out OK.
The above lines were taken from a song written
by John Kay and recorded by Steppenwolf.
tMn:k

*
that it comes fairly close to describing
1
81
P
**
* situation
heretoatcriticise
Eastern.
seems
that we are
not allowed
theItadminOration here, and the majority of the students
S£ TZfJF anThopf«. oSt^
the

Last week Steve Wilborn was censured by
the Board of Regents for distributing the article
"The Student As Nigger" because it contained
"unspeakable obscenities." It seems funny to
me that the Board of Regents would censure
Wilborn because of the obscenities tat the pamphlet and allow the movie "Villa Rides Again" to
be shown, which is more offensive than anything in "The Student As Nigger," although I
doubt that it offended anybody. This makes It
seem that the Regents were censuring the content of "The Student As Nigger" Instead of the
obscenities.
Fortunately there are still some copies of
"The Student As Nigger" In circulation. Anybody who has a copy has the moral obligation
to let as many people as possible have a chance
to read it
I just hope that the people on this campus
start waking up to what is happening here and
start to do something about it
Thank you,
Gary Houben

A New Era
Dear Editor:
We are now embarking on a new era here
at Eastern Kentucky University when a few
people are beginning to finally stand up and
voice their opinion on the situations and conditions which affect them. The week of March
16 to 22, 1969, was a tribute to a future generation of individuals. During the above mentioned week, President Martin found that not
everyone is going to allow themselves to be subjected to a despotic atmosphere here at BKU.
The truth will always
prevail no .matter how
much* suppresidon ltT1s'^
Somewhere along the line, where least, expected, it
springs out and slaps those guHty of suppression right in the face. It hurts too because egos
once high and mighty are then deflated to fond
memories.
During the week which is now history, our
Board of Regents displayed one of the best
exhibitions of cowardice I've seen tat a while.
They gave to our president the power, "to suspend temporarily any student guilty of disrup- ,
tive or coercive activity against the University.'*
If they don't feel capable of meeting the situation, why don't they get out? I'm sure there
are others willing to face the challenge. IS
President Martin such an authority on coercive
and disruptive activity? I wonder what it feels
like to be bestowed with such knowledge.
In order to forster creativity, a university
must be founded on freedom of thought and the
liberty of the individual and then stand by
these principles. Row can this be accomplished
In an atmosphere where you are told what to .
learn? President Martin is now going to hire
black professors to teach courses in sociology
and such to give students more of a complete
education and set of values on the problems of
today. He stated the problem before was that
they were so much in demand. Wouldn't that
kind of tell you something about your school
and system. Apparently those contacted didn't
think a lot of BKU. So, now with more of an
abundance of Negro professors, Eastern is finally getting on the bandwagon. Isn't it wonderful
to feel that your school Is really "in".
Wouldn't It be nice to be first in an area
though. Why doesn't Eastern recruit professors
to teach Communism and Socialism and all
the other so called "no no's" against which
we're supposed to stand up and profess our
faith? The real danger is not in Communism
and Socialism and the like themselves but In
the Ignorance to these ways of life. When you
know the other side of life, you learn more!
abut your present side and can often appreciate
it more for what it is.
President Martin is supposedly the great educator. Why doesn't he do something then to'
get the confidence of the students? This is a.
two way deal You can't have a University.
(Centtaued On Page Three)
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STAFF MEMBERS: Martha Adkins, Larry Bailey,
Steve Callendar, Kerry Cooper, Connie Davis, Christine
Eisele, Christine Franklin, Jack Frost John Graves,
Ken Harlow, Jamie Hounchell, HaseDe Hudson, Judith
Ledford, Beverly Meece, Juran Parks, John Perkins,
Brenda Ragland, David Rains, Karen Schmidt Peggy
Scott, Joe Sharp, Deanne Smith, Single Stephens, Doug
Vance, Bob Whitlock, Julia Williams.
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The Best OfHay me

Wiretapping Practices
Violation Of Freedoms
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — There was a time
when Americans valued privacy as they
valued little else in life.
James Fenimore Cooper wrote,
131
years ago, that "no rights can be dearer to
a man of cultivation than exemptions from
unseasonable invasions on his time by the
coarse-minded and ignorant."
A less snobbish but legally remarkable
cast was placed on the right of privacy in
1901 by Chief Justice Alton B. Parker of
the New York Court of Appeals. He held
that "a man has a right to pass through
this world, if he wills, without having his
picture published, his business enterprises
discussed, his successful experiments written up for the benefit of others, or his eccentricities commented upon, whether in
handbills, circulars, catalogues, newspapers,
or periodicals."
Justice Parker's words read like a joke today when neither the board room nor the
boudior offers certain sanctuary from the
wire taps and "bugs" of the curious, the
compeititor, or those claiming a higher
mandate of "law and order."
The U. S. Supreme Court is fighting a
valiant battle to maintain something of the
right of privacy, to save for the individual
something of the Fourth Amendment's protection against unreasonable searches and
seizures.
The Court delivered a stunning decision
to this effect only last week when it ruled
that the Federal government must let any
criminal defendant see all transcripts of
conversations by him that have been picked
up on illegal government listening devices.
This threw the Justice Department into
a tizzy, ostensibly because it puts the government in a position of admitting that it
has been tapping the telephones and bugging the offices of foreign embassies, friend
and foe. This much is true. But another reason for the concern in Justice is that the
new ruling forces the government to abandon certain prosecutions or let it become
known just how widespread is the eavesdropping on private Americans, including
an occasional Vice President of the United
States, and many Senators and^Congressmen. ,>v-.-..• r-W 6'lil *»'!-, ..■.■:
The Coutfnaspressed justice to the point
of possibly admitting that this country is a
lot closer to becoming a poHce state than
most Americans realize.
;
The High Court's valiant struggle ap-

Guest Editorial

The Eastern Board Is Wrong

pears, however, to be a losing effort. Congress voted last June to permit Federal officials to eavesdrop, with Court approval, in
"national security" and certain crime cases.
You can expect many Congressmen to rush
to rescue the Justice Department from the
embarrassing spot the Supreme Court has
put it in.
The public will probably join in castigating the Court because much of the public
has been propagandized into believing that
it must surrender much of its right of privacy in order to combat crime or foil Communist spies.
Crime — organized and disorganized —
is a critical and growing problem in this
country. But no one has submitted convincing evidence that we must acquiesce to,
even legalize, the trappings of a police
state to fight it.
But why, then, is the Justice Department
so disturbed by the Court's ruling?
Simply because it is an elemental principle of human nature that every man wants
whatever makes it easiest for him to "excel" at his job. Rarely is he much concerned
about consequences elsewhere.
No general in Vietnam is going to tell
Nixon that he can withdraw 50,000 troops
now. Far better to have 500,000 GIs too
many than to risk even a minor recordtarnishing defeat because too few troops
were available.
The Justice Department's warriors don't
want to lose any battles to the criminals. If
tapping the telephones and bugging the
homes of every American family is what
seems required to make it appear that Justice is producing law and order, many officials would quickly opt for widespread
eavesdropping.
And they would face a minimum of public outrage because of "the Puritan pretense." Millions of citizens will always seek
to establish their own virginal righteousness by proclaiming: "If a person isn't
guilty of anything, I don't see why they
should fear their telephone being tapped
or their office bugged!"
But some of us will continue to think of
the vast potential for evils, political, economic, and social, on the.part of those who
sit on the receiving end of all those bugs
and wiretaps. And we shall go on believing
that the basic security of the individual, and
of democracy as an institution, lies in the
zealous protection of the right of privacy.

Regents
(Continued From Pmg© Two)

Wilborn to distribute the leaflets. Thereby
they have made a mountainous issue out an
apparently ant hill pamphlet.
The issue now is not whether Eastern
students will be impressed by the leaflet's
ideas or shocked (or titillated or bored) by
its language/Instead the issue has become
one of whether the students have a right
to read something which offends the powers-that-be on the campus. In their own inimitable way, the regents and the university president have done their best to substantiate the leaflet's thesis: that university
administrations want a subservient faculty
and student body.
Moreover, they have demonstrated a disappointing lack of confidence in the common sense of their own students. The leaflet which so frightened Eastern's officials
previously had been distributed at the University of Louisville, at Bellarmine-Ursuline
College, at Catherine Spalding College, and
was printed in the University of Kentucky
campus publication. As far as we know all
these institutions survived the shock. In
fact, we're not-even sure fhe're was a small
tremor.
>
A few days ago the University of Kentucky properly laid down rules of conduct for
students specifying that actions in violation of the law or disruptive of normal university activity would be'punishable. "But
Eastern is- tryingtoteitits students they may
not read certain;publications. There is an
intellectual world of difference between
the two actions and in the comparison UK
shines brightly.
The Louisville Times

A lot of colleges are having trouble these
days, and there is no particular reason why
Kentucky universities and colleges should
be an exception.
At the University of Louisville a group
of Negro students demanded that more attention be given black studies, the employment of Negro professors and scholarships
for worthy blacks. A compromise was worked out which satisfied both sides. Fortunately, there was no disorder.
Now this week the Eastern Kentucky University Board Of Regents has censured hte
president of the student government for
distributing leaflets depicting as subservient
the role of students and faculty members in
American colleges and universities.
The controversial leaflets were copies of
an essay written four years ago by a California State College Professor. Since that time
it has been distributed widely on college
and university campuses across the nation,
including a two-page spread in the student
newspaper of the University of Kentucky.
The Eastern student, a senior from Shelby County, was told not to distribute any
more copies of the leaflets or face "appropriate action."
At issue here is something very different
from disrupting classes, destroying property
or depriving others of the right to speak.
It is a question of free speech and free expression.
The Board of Regents in this case is stifling peaceful dissent. It is acting as a censor body — something which is practiced
in the Soviet Union and was done in Nazi
' Germany with the burning of books which
differed in thought with the regime. The
last place censorship should occur is on a
campus.
'

Education involves exposure to ideas —
even those we hate and all kinds of ideas,
from the philosphy of the Greek classicists
to the revolutionary demands of the Black
Panthers. A university which does not permit free inquiry and criticism of the status
quo will never be great.
The Lexington HersJJ

Era
(Continned From Page Two)
without a student body nor without teachers
and an administrative body. Wouldn't It be
nice if there was a unity of cause and action
here on campus.
Apparently the body of administrators feel
as though they owe us something in the way
of protection from outside evils. In some ways
they do but what they really owe us is not a
thing but opportunity plus plus plus. We are the
ones who are constantly searching for new
adventures and we should have enough responsibility as individuals and as students to coordinate our goals and methods to our beat Interests and with the interests of society in mind.
If we don't then we don't belong here. The University should not produce degrees but individuals filled with ideas, principles, motives, goals,
and ambition. Learning without being pressured and finding out for oneself is so much
more meaningful than having something dictated to you.
Why can't we have non-mandatory class attendance ? That way, the students who wanted
to learn and had desire would come to class and
could be graded on the contribution which they
made. If you have a good educational system
the students will come. It won't be necessary to
worry about financing the institution, a problem this school apparently feels is very pressing.
I really have not tried to burn anyone at the
stake in my comments but merely tried to show
another way of looking at our present and pressing situation. There is never a complete understanding or solution to any situation or problem but through looking at the many different
sides, a more full comprehension is obtained
and all those Involved and affected feel more
a part
Jim Gregg
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Drawing this Saturday!
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Eastern's former center, Garfield Smith, helped
lead the Army to the Interservice Basketball Champion«*h> over the weekend. Smith, who played basketball at
Eastern from 1965-1968, led all scorers in the Army-Air
Force game with 28 points.
Another Kentucky native, Mike Silliman, contributed 15 points to the 81-50 rout of the Air Force. In this
game, Army hit on 60 per cent of its shots. Silliman is
the former Louisville St. Xavier star where among his
other credits were Ail-American in high school and "Mr.
Basketball" in Kentucky in 1961.
Smith, who was the second leading rebounder in the
nation in 1967-68, did a marvelous job on the boards for
the winning Army team. Smith was a first-round draft
choice of the Oakland Oaks ot the American Basketball
Association last season.
MODEL HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
WIN STATE SWIM CROWN
Model High School's girls' swimming team won the
Kentucky High School Swimming and Diving Championship last Friday. Model won over its closest competitor,
For* Thomas Highlands, 282-241.
This win marked the first championship for Model
in the girls' event although the boys won the state title
last year.
,•
Model recorded three firsts, three seconds and three
thirds in the 11 event meet. Those firsts were Ann
Brown, 100-yard freestyle (1:02.7); Janet Bock, 400yard freestyle (4:38.2); and Cheryl Combs, 100-yard
breaststroke (1:19.6).
.
The boys' squad didn't fare as well for Model as
thev placed third in the state meet held Saturday. John
McKinney was Model's only first-place finisher in the
boys' meet as he captured the 200-yard freestyle with
a time of 2:02.8.
- ■Final results in the boys' competition for the first
three team finishers were: Hopkinsville, 238 %; Ft.
Thomas Highlands, 208 %; Model, 161.
Congratulations to Coach Richard Deane and th*
Model swimming team for their excellent showing in
the state meet.
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nv PATTIE O'NEILL
T. (Turkey) Hughes Is faced with major deterrents of his program, position that he has ever had.
« RBPs placed Urn third Centre College before coming
llZm» rni^R
the
Job
of
rebuilding
the
basebut
Hughes
is
looking
forward
to
Speaking
somewhat
optlmlstlamong
small colleges around the here. Taylor is a sophomore
FEATURE *mn>"
^ teWn t^ yeBr.
a good season as he feels that cally, Hughes said, "WeTegoing country and he was sixth In home from Covington, Ky., who transHaving lost many of Ms ex- lDtxp#rl#Ilc, will bo out of th» hehastbebest players at each to try and win each game one by runs.
«•"•* to Eastern after playing
ooptlonal players* Coach Charles
j iblhk we,u ^ tbem a Also returning is Lee Hucker, his freshman year at UK.
one>
run for their money."
who batted .288 and plays in the
Returning pitchers are seaConcerning the strength of the outfield. Hucker won a place ior Ron Andrews from Sarasota,
team as a whole. Hughes points on the OVC all-conference team Fla. Andrews was injured twice
out that pitching is the strong and Cain also received a bertb last season and finished with a
point "We are deeper inpitch- 0n this team.
*-> record and 5.43 ERA. This
lng. We have five or six boys
Two catchers from the 1968 was his first losing season ever,
that can go out and pitch a good season will be with Hughes this
Larry Robertson of New Cargame. If we're lucky enough to y9U, They are Mike Gobel and lisle, O., held the best won-lost
get good games out of them, we'll Joe Voets.
record of all pitchers last year,
be all right. There is more
Hughes praised Cralg Milburn, He won three games and lost
strength there than anywhere whom he calls his "utility" man. none while posting a 4.50 ERA.
else."
"Cralg can play anywhere. You
The other pitchers are: DonAlong the lines of weak points, can count on Urn to do a good aid McCullough, (2-1) with a
Hughes looks to the shortstop- job no matter where you put 2.66 ERA; Cralg Milburn (2second baseman combination. He Mm."
0) with a 2.50 ERA: and Carl
speaks with regret about the loss
He added mat Steve Garrett Shay a reliefer, (1-0) and a
of Luis Escobar who left school, and Charlie Taylor, two new 5.00 ERA.
and Prank Borgia, who signed pitchers, will help the team.
For the task of rebuilding the
with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
Garrett a Junior from Irvine team. .Hughes is aided by the
He had words of praise for Ky.. played two years of ball at
(Ooatfed oa Page She!
these two lnfielders. However. *Hughes has a large number of lnfielders from which to choose
replacements for Escobar and
Borgia.
"Last year we had a real good
shortstop-second baseman combination. I don't know whether
or not we will be able to put as
good a one together this year,
since Escobar and Borgia have
left us."
When questioned about the Colonel's possible finish in the OVC,
Hughes refused to predict anything. This would be difficult
at anytime, but especially this
year due to the fact that over
half of the team members are
freshmen and most of last year's
team has left.
Hughes' comments on the Ohio
Valley Conference were: "Our
division the last three or four
years has been pretty well-balanced." Strong teams are Morehead, who got a good deal of
their boys back, and "Tennessee Tech, who has a fine bunch
of hitters."
Last year the Colonels compiled a 12-8 won-lost record.
Hughes has only three players
(aside from pitchers) returning
who saw some action last year.
Foremost among the returnees
is Jimmy Cain, the third baseand Lee Hudter ui centerfleld. The Colonels man. He is a Madison Central
Charles "Turkey" Hughes will direct his
open their season Saturday against Berea product and batted .399 during
Eastern baseball team this year in quest of
the 1968 season. Cain was
College.
their 11th OVC crown. He has only two reranked twice nationally. His
(Staff
Photo
by
Ken
Harlow)
turning starters, Jimmy Cain at third base

Charles "Turkey" Htfghes
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Central Kentucky's Finest
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Baseball Team Opens Against Berea
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Tennessee Downs Kentucky All-Stars, 103-94,
Bobby Washington Held To Five Points
The Kentucky College basket- was 20 Points, and the closest
ball all-stars lost their first Kentucky could get was the final
to -ika ■ejasBwsva SftTKln.
named
star J Quad
3daF?^wlft»
Co-Player of
m ThcS 5*ksplay- »« Year In the OVC along with
t Vanderbllt University In Murray's Claude Virden, scored
22
Nashville Tennessee.
P°u>ts to lead the Tennessee
scoring. The East Tennessee
State Unlversl
*y ^uard *** voted
Led
by All-OVC Dlavers me
Brown'
outstanding
performer of
Harley Swift and Willie Brown,

'TS*MH»
...
J^^ "

Hagan, the Tennessee seniors
•t«* mi* ♦« Bn o«^iTf »A a I~.H
in the opening" minutes
mlnutls of
or S?
me
first half.
The Tennesseans' largest lead

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America
. . . featuring the life insurance plan designed especially for college men, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

Wesleyan's George Tlnsley with i. Adolph Rupp of Kentucky had
10.
the coaching duties in the first
Eastern's Bobby Washington meeting between the two teams.
was held to only five points in TENNESSEE (103): Swift, 2»j
the annual game.
Hagan, 21; Brown, 20; Polk, U;
Vanderbllt's head coach Roy Strauss, 10; Jones, 9; Justus, 4;
Skinner directed the squad onceHann, 4.
again. He has been the Tennessee KENTUCKY (94): Beard, 3f;~
all-star coach now for all threeGreen> i8. King, 13; Hendrlck.llj
years.
Tlnsley,
1 10; Conley, 6; Wash Oldham
Western's

ffr

JK'^^s:^

h
r^^u? 8
shots and finished with 21
P°tot8' *hUstate
« Br0Unlverslty
™ « Mlddle
Tenneg8ee
had

29
°0Cr double figure scorers March
Apru i
for Tennessee were Art Polk of April 5
Middle Tennessee and Ketchel April 7
Strauss of Tennessee Tech with AjwU 12
11 and 10 points, respectively. April 14
Butch Beard of Louisville April 15
had U of 22 from the field and April 18
9 of 10 from the free throw line AJ*rU 17
to lead the Kentucky offense with AP»*} J*
31 points. Morehead's Lamar *P™ *•
Green had 18 points and 18 re- AP™ Hi
2

bounds

-

25! IS

Also in double figures for Ken- ASi i
tucky were Jerry King of Louis- ^TJ
vllle with 13, Western's Rich jjjg 7
Hendrlck with 11, and Kentucky May 12
" May 16, 17
'Two games

EASTERN BASEBALL SCHEDULE
1969
Berea College
Berea
Centre College
Danville
•Morehead State University Richmond
Transylvania College
Richmond
♦East Tennessee
Johnson City, Term.
Georgia Southern
Statesboro, Ga.
Georgia Southern
Statesboro, Ga.
Georgia Southern
Statesboro, Ga.
Ersklne College
Due West, S.C.
Carson-Newman
Jefferson City, Tenn.
♦Tennessee Tech
Cookeville, Tenn.
Georgetown College
Georgetown
•East Tennessee
Richmond
Xavier
Richmond
Berea College
Richmond
•Tennessee Tech.
Richmond
•Morehead State University Morehead
Transylvania College .
Lexington
OVC Play Off

Alpine
Simca
Minx
Tiger
Sunbeam
Alpine
Imp

M

1
I

In

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
W.

Main St.
D:
Call or See Gip Parke or Lester Eve

RICHMOND

DRIVE IN THEATRE

4 Miles South on U.S. 25
Berea Road—Ph. 623-1718

SATURDAY AT 7:30 P.M.
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Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
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SPECTACULAR"

MEN'S TOWNCRAFT NYLON SURFER STYLE JACKET
>
Features a fashion-right mock turtleneck
with smart white trim, and exposed white zipper. Elastic cuffs
shut out the cold. Large pocket has white zipper. Bold colors to
select froml Sizes S-M-L-XL
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PBR's Win All-Campus
Wrestling Championship

i

TOM DAVIS
Returning: Ne. t
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EASTERN TENNIS SCHEDULE
1969

LET GEORGE
DOIT!'

Tennessee Tech
March 28
Bowling Green
Indiana University
March 28
Western -Kentucky University
March 29
Bowling Green
Morehead University
April 1
Richmond
BT J. DARNELL PARKS
*** »"«« «■*«. «•* ^^Doc p*™, Th.ta April 4
Western Kentucky University
Lexington
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER CM
University of Kentucky
B#toOmlcroo Chi (2) Bud Wagner, Beta Oml- April 5
Lexington
University of Tennessee
April 5
Indirldual results for the to*S?_^^*^£,tela, T«u
(Contl»«e8 on Page 8I»)
tramural wresUlng tournament Chi (8Mjarry»r«««o*^^^^^^^^ ^^j-_^
Morehead University
April 11
Murfreesboro
Middle Tennessee
are ltoted below. The welfhtdlApril 12
Murfreesboro
Austin Peay
April 12
visions and then the Independent
Florida State University
April 14
Tallahassee
and the all - campus champions
April 18
Florida Central College
Ocalo
University of Tampa
are listed to that order.
April 18
Tampa
Rollins College
123 lb. - John Scarborough.
April 17
Winter Haven
University of Cincinnati
April 28
Tau Kappa Epsllon (All-Campus)
Cincinnati
University of Cincinnati
April 28
Richmond
ISO lb. - Dennis Martin, PBR
University of Kentucky
Richmond
May 1
(Independent and All-Campus)
Murray University
May 2
Morehead
137 lb. - Mike Drago, PBR (InWestern Kentucky University
Morehead
May 8
dependent) Dan Mellul, Beta OmiMarshall University
May 8
Richmond
cron Chi (All-Campus)
Tennessee Tech
May
9
Richmond
147 lb. - B1U Elan,
East Tennessee
10
Bowling Green
May
(Independent and All-Campus)
OVC Championships
Princeton, N.J.
May 16, 17
157 lb. - Lee Palmer, Mag
NCAA Championships
June 17-22
Machine (Independent) Dan Hill,
SfflSaftPgWWflft^^
Phi Delta Theta (All-Campus)
PLAN YOUR FAMILY'S
167 lb. - Ernest Olsen, Mag
Machine (Independent and AllFUTURE SECURITY
NI6HT PH. 623-4574
OFFICE PH. 623-3830
Campus)
623-6969
177 lb. - Jim Flowers, PBR
—contact—
(Independent and All-Campus)
191 lb. - Dave Stebtog, PBR
(Independent) Doug Johnson, Phi
Delta Theta (All-campus)
Unlimited- Mike Mustek, PBR
EVANS C. SPURLIN
(independent) Jim Holcomb, PI
REALTOR
Kappa Alpha (All-Campus)
FARMS - COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
Team Results
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES
(1)PBR
(2) Mag Machine
DOUGLAS CHENAULT, Salesmin
Fraternity wrestling results
Mike
Barnes
of
Washington,
D.
C,
comes
to
the
Eastern
are as follows:
PHILIP CUMHA6IM, Salesman
ILUXON BLDG. BIG HILL AVE.
123 lb. - (1) Scarborough, Tau tmnntm ■miad as a Junior college AU-Americaa from Prince
PHONE 888-4888
George
Community
College.
He
placed
third
to
1888
in
the
Kappa Epsllon
RICHMOND. KY.
3IO EAST MAIN ST.
LIFE. HEALTH. ANNUITIES
,tvifi
Junior
college
tournament.
n
130 lb. (1) Larry wyatt, Delta
PENSION AND GROUP

GEORGE
RIDINGS, JR.

Mike Barnes

8tt»
212 WATER STREET
DIAL 623-9674
LINDT BIGGINS
Returning In No. 4 Competitle«

Club Gives Exhibition
Eastern's gymnastics club School in Louisville and the other
presented an exhibition aWaek^ »t Sue Bennett College.
son county H1A Schp^ Jasiy^ tte recentstote meet,
Thirsday.
**«» ~ >*EaJterVs- gymnastic club re ceiveda trophy for second place.
the club has two more ex - The University of Louisville won
hibitions left-one at Ballard Hlrihthe first Place trophy

Riggs Running
In Marathon

©Iff

IniufrHttg

WUllam Lowell
track dub, has entered the secAthens Marathon to be
heUl—toy, March 80, to Athens,
The marathon will corer a 88nule, 385-yard course, beglnntog
hi CoolTlUe and ending at Onto
University's Peden Stadium.

SATURDAY

LA.m<jitrnmmii

Entries to this year's race are
eapectod to be nearly double the
88 who participated tolastyear's
—rathoo which was won by AibortSewaUo* Cincinnati, a freshBaa at Flake Univerelfy, NaebTlle T«ac Re finished the race
to 1-AlM, Just SO seconds ahead
of Laace R. Pledger, a Junior
•I Davis'and Elktos College, Elates, W.va., who represented the
Ohio River Road Runners lnDnyton.Ohto.

MARCH 29th

of this year's
(aoa will also be crowned champton awl will become tee official
m~tfc«t champion of the State
of Ohio. In addition to a trophy for the IncHvldual winner and
medals tor others who finish In
Cat first 10, a team championship will be decided. Last year,
title was won by the
Road Runners. Each
finishing the rrace will be
1 a certificate.
The Athens Marathon to
►red by the Hockhocktng Track
Club of Athens. The meat la
ainrttonsd by the AAU and to
open to runners 18 years of sge
or older.

TAX SHELTERED
ANNUITIES
OremG. Wright

Let the sun do its
work on your skin,
but put on the
added dash of colorful swimwear and
live it up this summer in style. We've
gone air out to bring
in the summer togs
to help you do it
This twosome got
off to an early start.

FREE BEVERAGES
r-Y

QfteBiifomiftSimp

P.O. Box 4085 Gardenside
Lexington, Ky. 40504
Representing

?

AGAIN - PIGGY
AND THE HOGSLOP FOLK
SINGING YOUR FAVORITES

DON'T MISS THIS ONE !!

Southwestern Life

■

MXIMMSe COMPANY . OALLAM . JMCffftOff

SHU

nHBSHBH

M ^BannwB i^i
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Baseball Team Plays Berea

Women's Basketball Team
Finishes Season Undefeated

The girls feel that the main attitude given to them by their
BY J. DARNELL PARKS
reason for their good record is coach. Miss Poynter said, "Mrs.
PROGRESS STAFF WRITER the thoughtful and understanding Maupin Is the best coach that we
The women's basketball team
here at Eastern finished with a
8-0 won-loss record.

Yes, that's right they were undefeated. This basketball team is
qoached by Mrs. Maupin, who is
also In charge of worn ens' in tramural sports.
Mrs. Maupin and her women's
basketball team handed losses
to schools such as Dayton,Kentucky, Mt. St. Joseph and others.
The Eastern women's intercollegiate basketball team con sited of eight players. They were
as follows:
Peggy Poynter- forward
Martha Hendrix- guard
Sharon Warner- guard
Debbie Woodslde-rover
Cindy Winburn- rover
Sandy Martin-forward
Pat Howard- rover
Nancy Nuhn a forward and guard
Miss Poynter Is the only senior on the squad. Therefore,
the other ladles will be returning next year in hopes for another
good season.

Campus Flick

g

HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

B

'00' Scores Again
Miss Cindy Winburn, of Fort Thomas, Ky., Is shown shooting over the outstetched arms of a defender. She wears
the little used number in basketball, 00. Eastern's women's
basketball team, of which she was a part, finished the season, 8-0.

CLIP THIS COUPON

March 27 — Thursday
No Movie
EKU Archestra Concert
Robert Diseling, Conductor

IS

Sirloin Steak Sandwich

!o

44*

March 29 — Saturday
TO HELL. WITH HEROES
Rod Taylor, Claudia Cardinale
Peter Duel, Harry Guardino
March SI — Monday
THE THOMAS CROWN
AFFAIR
Steve McQueen, Faye Dunaway
April I — Tuesday
No Movie
EKU Symphonic Band
Gerald Grose, Director
April 2 —Wednesday
MURDER'S ROW
Dean Martin, Ann Margaret
Karl Maiden
April S — Thursday
HALF A SIX PENCE
Tummy Steele, Julia Foster
Cyril Richard >

T SELECTED SHORT*•#:•(.•*
ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Office Opens 740 pan.
Show Starts 7:80 pun.
Admission 75c
Children (under 12) 60c

PBR's Wrestling Champs
177 lb. (1) Rick Vice, Kappa Alpha (2) Ben Heck, Delta Upsiloa
191 lb
cron Chi
- 0) Johnson, Phi Delta
157 lb. (1) Hill, Phi DeltaTheta Theta (2) Vern Town, PI Kappa
(2) John Mooney, Beta Omicron Alpha.
Chi
167 lb. (1) Jeff Okeson.PhiDei- UnUmited (1) Holcomb, Pi Kappa
ta Theta (2) Joe Plckett, Delta Alpha
n
Upsllon
-(2) Rick Dryden, Delm Upallon
<

if

Winner Of 191 Lb. Division
Ron House, Eastern senior from Dayton, Ohio, won the
191 lb. division of the state AAU championship this past
weekend in Louisville. He was one of four Eastern students
that made the trip to Louisville. (Staff photo by Craig Clover)

Four Eastern Students Take
Part In State Wrestling Meet

DAIRY CHEER

CURRIERS MUSIC WORLD
Just Arrived

Coin Operated Laundry
"It you're too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.*'

2 Mocks off W. Main,

^

Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

Welcome Back To
Eastern and Richmond

MMfS

11

ORE

Where it's easy to park

*

and a pleasure to shop
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M.

Peovey

"Musician"
Amplifier

Canfield Motors
_

•«»«*»■*

Leads The Army To Win

Final Field Goal Percentage43.0
Final Free Throw Percentage 84.0.
^

All Makes Serviced
J0HHS0N OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

Come Down To
VARSITY

Garfleld Smith, ex-Eastern basketball player, led the Army
in its victory over the Air Force. He led all scorers in the
game with 23 points as the Army won the Interservioe
championship.
(Staff Photo by Craig Clover)

wm& mm
mm mm®m
"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVENIENT 10C4TI0NS-

- MMH STREET & BIG Hill AVtNW

JL

•Tags Five)

Terrace Helpy-Selfy

M^J^r !St^^thf2a* Four Eastern students com- loo registered for the meet. First
high 40 per cent during the sea-^^ ^ ^ weekend ln the.piace finishers for Eastern were:
*°^t«« wnnruid* is also a rood state AAU wrestling champion-(i) Ron House, senior, 191 lb. dlntilSk^ .nrt "iSJnS8hlps.lt was an Individual meet,Yi8ion; (2) Dennis McCllsh, JunKE5X iSTLr^S >romtt?not a team match, but the stu -lor, 213 lb. division; (3) Jim
WTO*
ONE WEEK
KlifSAtr
^ from Eastern wore theiTHolcomb, graduate student, unCOUPON
SPECIAL
field throughout me year.
school uniforms. (This was done limited division (213-500 lb).
The guards Sharon Warner and mainly to promote the wrestling Earl Jones, an Eastern JunREGULAR ««
Martha Hendrix, bom 20 years program at Eastern.)
ior, finished fifth in the 171 lb.
of age, are "excellent rebound- Mr. Yandirver, chairman of division,
the meet held at Kentucky School The national meet will be held
ers and good on defense."
Miss Poynter is a senior from for the Blind, reported that over in Iowa next month.
Louisville and scored a game
high of 18 points against Cin 100 WATER STREET
I
cinnatl and is a very good shot
the outside.
■CLIP THIS COUPON CLIP THIS COUPON from
In a substitute's role were
Nancy Nuhn and. Pat Howard.
Both are mainly Offensive players with good outside shots.
The girls elected no M.V.P.
due to the fact that they all
played together to receive the
record that they obtained.
In addition to Coach Maupin,
there also was an assistant
coach Miss
Rita
Beach.
Beach is a graduate student in
physical
education. The team
felt that she was a great help
to Mrs. Maupin as well as to
the girls on the team.
Playing basketball
for the
girls is not for fame due to
the fact that there are no let*
Needles
«sjas«aneu>BMMM 11 Ws or trophies gtVen for ta&Ma*
part in this sport. Miss Poynter
said, "We are out for the sport
for the pleasure, the recreation,
to meet new people, and take
pressure off us from our studies."
The coaching staff praised the
ladies for their efforts and are
ln hopes that more girls will
be taking part in the sport heat
season along with the other team
members.
Scores of their games for mis
season are as follows:
Opp.
Eastern
14 University of Cincinnati 64
38 University of Kentucky 48
30 University of Dayton
42 i
29 University of Kentucky 33
38 Campbellsvllle
43 i
33 Berea College
54
38 Mt St. Joseph
43
22 Berea College
28

J°

March 28 — Friday
DR. NO
Sean Connery, Urania Andreas
Joseph Wiseman

CUP THIS COUPON

have ever had."
No, those are not Idle words
of praise for their 8-0 record
speaks for Itself. Another factor
Is that this is the first year
that they have had uniforms. This
also was made possible by Mrs,
Maupin.
In defeating their opponents,
they used what they called a
"box zone." This zone, as
they used, is designed to keep
the ball out of the middle. The
young ladles play exceptionally
tight defense. But Mrs. Maupin
also teaches the team mat they
must act like ladles on the court,
and to always show respect for
the other team. The girls posed as ladies both on the court and
in other activities on campus.
Along with the box zone, the
girls also displayed excellent
Individual talent.
The leading scorers for the
Eastern
team were Debbie
woodside of Cincinnati and Sandy
Martin. Miss Woodside averaged
11.5 points per game. The other
player in double figures was
Sandy Martin of Richmond. Miss
Martin averaged 15 points per
game. Bom ladles are Juniors
majoring in Physical Education,
and bom are 20 years of age.
Mrs. Maupin also stated that
Miss Martin was the playmaker

(Continued from Page Four)
excellent and large crop of freshBuss Ashby (2b)
man players . At short he has
Jimmy Cain (3b)
Ken Blewitt, Scranton, Pa., Buzz
Ken Blewitt (ss)
Ashby Valley Station, Ky.( and
Randy Webb (If)
Mike Powers, Independence Ky.
Lee Hucker (cf)
Freshman pitchers are Billy
Criag Milburn (rf)
Wells Richmond, Ky., Dave RexMike Gobel (c)
rode, Dayton,' Ohio, and Larry
Hughes plans to use three of
Cook, Loretto, Ky.
his i pitchers for three-inning
Hughes lists bis probably stints. Ron Andrews, Larry Robstarting line-up for Saturday's ertson, and Steve Garrett will ha
game at Berea as:
pitching Saturday- in the opener
Dave Cupp (lb)
at Berea,

And Meet
The
PIZZA PLEASING
PEOPLE
290 South Second
Next To Wallace's Book Sfjoro
Spacious Dining Area
— also —
Carry-Out ■ Deelivery

I

I
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Article By Dr. Engle
Printed In State Bulletin

Student Affairs Studied

"The Superintendents and the
Issues" by Dr. Fred Engle. Jr.,
af Eastern, has been published
by the Kentucky State DepartVent of Education, Frankfort.
the bulletin is a part of the
Department's educational bulItttn series.
Dr. Engle»s work covers the
basic educational events and issues In Kentucky from the constltutlonal convention of 1890 to
lie second World war. The de-

cUions, recommendations and
actions of 14 state superlntendents of public Instruction are
discussed and analysed in depth.
Covered in the book are the
"education legislature of 190*7'
the "whirlwind campaigns "various
educational commissions
*«1 their reports, the illiteracy
commission and the new school
code.
The study was made as a part
of Dr. Engle* s doctoral work at
the University of Kentucky.
Dr. Engle is an associate professor at Eastern where he has
An organisational meeting of ft- SJ^J^S^T^fL

Meeting Tonight
5

held tonight at 8:00 p.m., In
Room 101 Burrler Building.
Requirements for member ship are a major In A Law En forcement Curriculum and a 2.0
average.

Sr. a member of the Eastern
faculty from 1928 to 1963.
Copies may be obtained from
the State Department of Education, Frankfort.

TELEVISION REPAIR
*

Specialist In Transistors,

I

Phonographs, Car Radios

CLICK'S
RADIO & TV SERVICE
W. IRVINE STREET PHONE 623-3272

BURGERMATIC
ON EASTERN iY-PASS

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes

An eight meter dive into an empty pool, a fall from the 20th
floor of Commonwealth Hall, or perhaps a misguided Individual who thinks he's an airplane, these are distinct possibilities for the above picture, however the reason Is a bit
less dramatic. The reason for the photo Is that the editors of

the Milestone needed a flat, horizontal picture to head
section on physical education, and this student .agreeu to
pose. He is William M. England, a member of the Gymnastics
Club at Eastern.
(Staff photo by Tug Wilson)

Study Made Of Women's Rules At State Universities

urn. permission Friday
andof women. Otherwise, cases are
ire ^^SS^tie^denoted the need
Saturday. Girls over 21 years handied by the standards boa
board, f
professional personof age have unlimited hours, pro- m 8tudent government of
of the nel m ^ „£„ of h0U8lnR. ££
have their
vldlng they have
their Parentsdormltory.
also cited the need for the expermission.
At Kentucky State College, pension of staffs in this critical
They may sign out for any freshmen and sophomore wo- area.
time until 5
a.m. The house men's hours are 10:30 Sunday- They hoped that through the
mother notifies campus sec- Thursday and 12 midnight Fri- increased professional personnel
Writy mat "Mary Jones" wiUDe^y and Saturday. Junior and and with the aid of the students,
In at a given hour. When she senior women must be in by there would be the development
returns to campus, she goes ii.no Sunday-Thursday and 1 of a trend toward enriching
dorm activities and an increase
to the security office, and one a.m, Friday and Saturday.
of the officers takes her to the kentuck7 State coed's do not inactiWties£ ?.s nature
their final recommendation
dorm and opens the door.
have individual
cards, but signtheInr BU|n
1
5ested *** enwtoyiMnt
On her sign-out card, a U. out sheets, SmXrtoTas7- of 3a -. rofes8lon
sheet
P
a' pereon skilled
of L. coed must give her de - ern's out of town
in
group
work,
who would be
parture time, her destination, a
phone number where she
be reached the time she expects
escort, time expecting to re.
»"ld^ ^ Saturday, to return, the time she does return, and time returned. On her ^^aJySor hoS^S.. turn, and her initial.
EITSSi ^.Jf^S^LSJThe dorms usually close at 1 She Is not allowed to stay out
J.r horfes? name'anS '*££>«-. *>™«r' this does not mean of the dorm overnight except on
a U. K. coed must be in by the weekends. Then, where she
her departure time, the time mat time. They have establish- may spend the night is left to the
that
she expects to return, and, pre- «u « buddy system": one person discretion of her parents.
ed a
£^ASL.^Sn52mSed* must * responsible for letting On the cards mailed tothemby
^i i?-?n^m^ ™Slm her friend into the dorm after the University at the beginning of
hour8 Both mU8t beel
» a ^ f2lsT^mS?wUh«loslnKfor
- »e sch001 I"*' mw "»* *lve
m
0
L ™i^« Duii^menM. left »«"*•
* W** **her blanket permission, enabling
u
2?iE%o5Sn»^?uSThouse-r Atuire
- *•» *• "^ wi cards her to go anywhere she^wishes,
SnS!r SK^^^iJSusis «l
the ttme leaving the Umited permission, enabling her
|d dorm, the dee^tton. ttieame
Y designated
offense. In theeventofan emer^^SLTiJrSS^S^L^
^ ^
the parentJTor restricted
^
gency, a coed is not expected
to sign out
„ giving her permission to visit a
At Morehead, freshmen worn- **™e-.
a 8PeCmed
en are expected to be in the dorm JV
by 10 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 12 U,IV
' ne*sU h
midnight, Friday and Saturday,
her deslean of women She may appeal to tination, whether or not it Is her
HmfcSSS'toSSHSpotato home, why she is going, her
removed from he?record and U hostess' name and address, her
the
her reason for the misdemeanor form f transportaUon.
is valid, HouseCouncilwlUorob- driver's name the date and
date and time
ably grant her request.
time out,
At Western, dorm closing hours "*.■
. . _-»„-.
for freshmen are lOp.m: Monday- "^"l*^ S£aVa^£>'
Thursday, la.m.Friday »**£gte^Tno^c^^ Three
urday, and 11 p.m. Sunday.
„ call downs may result In a camuppercUssmen they are 11 Sun- «£
At U. K., freshmen women must
day and Saturday.
be in by 10:30 Monday-Thursday,
The coeds at Western must {~'"' '«_«!,«« «nrt^hirdav and
give the following information on L^^S^SSSS^
Seir sign-out cards: date, time»££**? *J5« women

SWEET

o^i^r^^^^

THE GREAT SRIPITUAL READER

MAP^S JULIA
808 E. MAIN Si
rED READER & ADVISOR

(Continued from Page One)
up by the report. He would also
be available to advise the student on his rights, decisions of
the boards, and appeal channels available.
They made clear that this individual would not be involved
in judging: a student or in decision making, but only in. an
administrative and advisory capacity.
They also suggested that an
additional committee be set up
as a type of
policy-making
board. This committee, which
would be represented by members of nil the boards set up by
the Powell Report, would be involved strictly in the area of
policy.
The second suggestion concerned the counseling function
of the office.
The committee suggested that
n counseling service be set up
apart from the staff of the
Dean of Women and the Dean
of Men. These counselors, although employed by the office
of Student Affairs, would act
as a separate entity.
They also felt that there was
a need for additional professional personnel in the areas of
mental health. They also saw the
need for the development over
a period of time of a clinical
program maintained through
health services, which would
employ physchlatric help on a

more add junior women are ex-

n

ffl,g

,_ neaw
day, 1 a.m. Saturday, and U Sun»*■«£M«« BUWMJT, «« *•..». ^campused after the third warnFrtdv
dSamr^toy.^tx^- %£Zg*fci ^o is 20 minutes
day.
mlS
Senior women's hours are 11
~ men 5.ave 12 ™"
_. nl$. t P^
and
2; late is turned over to the Dean
Monday-Thursday, 1 a.m. Friday ^^""f^ . »
and Saturday, and 12 midnigh<
Open 7 Days a Week.
Sunday.
Their sign-out cards give
I further guarantee * promise you find me superior to any
the date, departure time, desother reader ft advisor you consulted.
tination, escort, time expecting
A PLACE TO BRING YOTJB FRIENDS * FEEL
to return, and time in. Morehead
NO EMBARRASSMENT
women do not have to sign out
unless they are leaving the city
or are going
ing away overnight. They JJ
tt ....
in
•
i|_ ■
have no "point" system. Each
Where your clothes receive that
resident hall has its own Ju-!
'
,
ii
x
II
dlclal system which takes action
when a coed falls to comply
with the rules.
At Murray, all women have
the same hours. They are 11
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Sunday-Thursday and
1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday. Their sign
We Guararrtee To Please.
-out cards give them out, destination, time in, and their sig240 S. SECOND
PHONE 623-1368
nature.
Their overnight cards conTeat spiritual reader and advisor i
sweers to help you with your problems

DIXIE

DRY CLEANERS

f innti mi iiiiumwillii

Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

$23-3248

'Home Cooked Food'

"CALL US

N. 2nd St.

^S L iSuUK <*»***
«*•«*. b^^wMning
aVe lfrsrtfldZ S^*^*
K * COed falls to comply
hoarB
1
11 We?'* ** the. rules of the Univer-

Stockton's
Dru&s

SHOP

a. a* J^Smt^r^ *""" ^

and Wm^-MBV&-£9*9fi

utilized to nid students in group
activities, scheduling of campus
events, nnd to work with student governing hoards.
They noted that upon completion of the new University Center, this would be the logical
location of a person to serve in
this capacity.
They also emphasized that
there should -be a revaluation
of the present orientation system for freshmen.
Thev Indicated that the present py8tem was much too cumhcrsome and large. They suggested the employment of a
svstem which incorporated smaller groups and that consideration he eiven to having orlentation during; the summer months.

FOX YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

MM

"Fm sorryabout your
parade, sir. I guess I
splashed on too
much after shave."

# 4£*

personal care that only long
experience can give.

2 C0NVEHIEHT LOCATIONS:
MAIN STREET

and

VMTE* STRUT

m

I
m

Even the might of the military can't protect you if you're not
careful how you use Hai Karate® After Shave and Cologne. One
whiff and females get that "make love not war" look in their
eyes. So to maintain military discipline and keep your uniform
intact, we put instructions on self-defense in every package.
Just in case it comes down to hand-to-hand combat.

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
©1969, Learning Division, Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.

J
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Mrs. Martin Amazed At Poise
Exhibited By College Students
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Walters Directs Ensemble
Stressing Religious Music
BY BETTY T. BALKE
building.
Thev arrive quietly In groups Soon in en upstairs room. 70
of three or four. All of them heads are bowed as 70 voices
are vaunt and all except two recite The Lord's Prayer. Then
riris arebiack.
there is singlng-"I Shall Wear
Nobody notices because it is a Golden Crown," "We've Come
Sunday night and the campus at This Far by Faith," "Lead Me,
Eastern is virtually deserted. Guide Me."
Ltatats burn, however, in one This is the University En-

FREE ENGRAVING
WHILE YOU WAIT
Famous Name Mdse. You Know & Trust
DIAMONDS - WEDDING BANDS - STERLING
Less Than Regular Price At

KESSLER'S

Richmond's Finest Jewelers For Over Quarter Century
NEXT DOOR TO BEGLEY DRUG
PH. 623-1292

COIFFURES BY JERRY has always offered the expertise in
beauty and hairstyling.
Now we are also offering a new
"Boutique" of wild new styles.
Tantilate yourself-come out and
let us pamper you.
OfEN THURSDAY
t •< >i i'i\ » i <

ft HUDAY NIGHTS

rid
<■'/.</"

lrhone M3-1500

semble, singing for love of the
music, and believing, as director
Reginald Walters puts it, that
^^ mualc can "affect people
permanently."
"We've tried to organise a
group dedicated to singing gospel
music, and we want to transfer
of that music to those
the feeling
w
*- he__
-ar us." Gospel and spirtwho
hial music Walters said is characterised by an "abandoned approach," by deep feeling and by
Improvisation. Above all, it Is
a "personal" music, he says.
Walters and Eric Abercrombie the ensemble's president and
tenor soloist found enough interested students, to form the
group in 1968. The students
lacked funds for music so they
memorised their parts from arrangements made by Walters.
He eliminated repetition In
some spirituals and also made
use of the group's balanced voices.
Encouragement came from the
Rev. H.L. Parks, pastor of the
St. Paul Methodist Church here.
Financial help and transportation
arranged by the Rev. Mr. Parks
have made possible the group's
expanding concern schedule at
churches around the state.
The group does not limit ltIself entirely to spirituals and
gospels.
They sing the lWh
century
Latin "Dona Nobis
Pacem" and "The Impossible
Dream." By and large though,
Ms "P< ice. Be Soil," "Sometimes I Fell Like a Motherless Child " "Every Time I Feel
The Spirit" and "Going to Heaven
to Meet the King."
Walters hopes the ensemble
wiU "keep going past graduation." He plans to make music
his career. Abercrombie the
group's president, is from Covlngton.

EKU First Lady
Mrs. Robert Martin, wife of Eastern's president ^Mfeoetad
many notable guests while serving as Easterns first lady.
Among the guests which she has entertained to the last nine
years are former President Lyndon Johnson and <^«™°»
Breathitt, Combs, and Nunn. (Staff photo by Ken Barlow)

to the Eastern campus have din- Eastern's football and basketBY PEGGY SCOTT
ner and stay overnight in the ball team?, which stems from
STAFF WRITER
her love of spectator sports.
Eastern's first lady, Mrs. President's home. Mrs. Martin The Martins can be seen at alsays
that
meeting
these
im
Robert R. Martin, is convinced
portent people has been one of most every Eastern home game
there is a generation gap.
and they annually attend the state
In a recent interview Mrs. the most rewarding expert - high school basketball tournaMartin said, "I am amazed at ences of being the President's ment in Louisville.
the wide-awakeness and poise wife.
The Martins met in the state
of college students today. Stu- Mrs. Martta may not fit neatly Department of Education - in
dents seem to know more now Into the mold of a typical presi- Frankfort where Mrs. Martin
than they did when I went to dent's wife. But this Is one of the was employed for 15 years. She
school. Then they were mostly most Interesting things about her. laughingly dispelled a rumor that
concerned with having a good The former economics graduate circulated when they first came
time and getting through school." of Wefietley i» definitely her own to Eastern that they met at a
woman. In her words, "I am/not
kennel where they were both buyShe regrets that the else of highly club-minded."
the school has prevented her This Is not to say she has ing dogs. Mrs. Martin confessed
from meeting very many in - not done her share of com - that she is afraid of dogs and
dividual students. Because of munlty work --she has. In past has never considered purchasthis, many of her conclusions years she has served as the ing one.
about young people have had to chairman of toe Cerebral Palsy A native Kentucklan, the first
come from second-hand sources Drive. At the present time she lady has traveled extensively.
such as television.
is a board member on the City- She visited Europe upon grad The Martins first came to County Library staff. But most uatlon from college and as PresiEastern in 1960 from Frank - of all she says, "I just try to dent's wife has had an opportunity to attend meetings and confort. Since that time, the first enjoy life."
lady has enjoyed entertaining Her favorite pastimes are ventions all over North America.
such famous people aa Presi- reading and sewing. She also Their most recent trip was' -to
Mexico.
>»>.
dent Lyndon Johnson, Pearl Buck, is especially interested in ...
Margaret Mead, and Kentucky
Governors Combs, Breathitt, and
Nunn.
Many of the visiting celebrities

Gifts For All Occasions

Recent Campus Development
Totals Over $63 Million Mark
In the early 1960's a visiting 1,000-seat cafeteria, an 800- mansion and swimming fac newsman looked at the emergent seat grill, a barber shop, read- llitles will be in use this summer
Eastern campus and quipped, lng and browsing room, a tele- snd the golf course In 1970. Ar"Someone should put up a sign, vision lounge, a quiet
game lington will also offer research
Eastern Kentucky State College, room, a card room, a table ten- faculties and some biologies!
Under Construction."
nis room, a 12-lane bowling al- studies are already goteg on
A half decade later, after two ley, meeting and club rooms, a there.
years of university status, East- private dining room and con- Among projects planned are
em is still "under construction." ference rooms, a large lobby a new maintenance and ear
In the fall term of 1989-60, and lounge, and offices.
building, a law enforcement comEastern had an enrollment of j^ four _ story classroom plex, a vocational- tsenate ■!
2,944. That figure WM more than baUQjng ^ house several de- complex, an agricultural cen tripled - 9,179--last fall. East-psrtnisnta, including Engllsh.po- ter and a fine arts bulidteg. In
ern had a faculty then of 173,lltlcai science, anthropology and both of the dormitory complexes,
compared
with today's V0B.aoe|Oiasy sad classes for ex- three more halls and a caf The trend of growth in these ceptional children. Its 117,754 eterla remain to be built.
figures is borne out to the square feet will include 43 class Eastern president Dr. Robbuilding statistics. At the be - „ r0oms, two large lecture halls ert R. Martin saw this ex ginning of this decade, Eastern's ^^ projection and sound equip- pension coming eight years ago
physlcal plant was valued atment snd educational television, in his Inaugural address: "W<
$7 million. Today's
value: sultes for department chair - must expand our facilities to
roughly $70 million.
order that we may take cere of,
men snd faculty offices.
Construction is underway on a ^ „*„.. llOTk u pro'. in an . adequate way, our reasonable portion of the young
*Lfn5r^LiS5?X.J SSSt^S ulty-niumni social and rec- Kentucklans who will kneek on
these doors for admission."
million-dollar Jones Building
addition to the Coates Admin istration Building. The first hall
to already
occupied to the
women's dormitory complex —
Brown E. Telford Hall- aad-WUllam Keene Hall, first in the
men's quadrangle, is to use.
Friday, Eastern Wrffnost two selected college and university
Before this year is out, construction will begin on a $5 mil- Japanese debaters from Sophia debate teams.
lion University Center, a $3 mil- University to die fourth annual This year's topic wiU deal
lion classroom building, and- a international debate. This year's with the termination of United
■aon - denominational Meditation debate will be held at 8:00 p.m. States military and economic
aid to toe Far East. The public
Chapel. These structures will in the Grlse Room.
Steve Stanley, a sophomore, to invited.
rise from toe site of Hangar
Stadium. The 1200,000- plus and Jodye Rogers a freshman,
Chapel will be financed by the will debate for Eastern. The
Japanese debaters are Mr. Yuji
Alumni Century Fund.
A new era of Eastern football Endo and Mr. Masahlro Hosoya,
wiU begin this fall to the new the latter a graduate student of Ralph O. Ewers, Planetarium
20,000- seat stadium. The stad- Sophia.
Director of the Museum of natium complex is another man - Robert warfleld, a Junior ural History to Cincinnati and
if estatlon of the multi-purpose speech major from Louisville spelunker (caver) since 1953,
concept that produced Alumni will serve as chairman and host spoke at the last meeting of the
Coliseum. The 10- story complex for the evening. Stanley, Rogers, caving club.
will serve nearly 2,000 students and Warfleld are all members of . Ewer's program was oa the
at once in classes, and will house Eastern's intercollegiate debate bars topography of Kentucky to
offices for physical education, team and members of the uni- the particular areas of Pulaski
military science, and law en - versity forensic society.
and Carter Counties.
The international tour, which
forcement.
Ewers was one of tee group]
The University Center will is sponsored by the Speech As - of professional Cincinnati cavers
contain 154,000 square feet of sociation of America, annually who participated to the
floor space on three floors. brings students from abroad to rescue of two EKU cavers from!
The building will feature a tour the United States debating a Madison County cave.
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Come in
and name the
new downstairs shop
for a
$25 gift certificate
Contest closes April 1st
THE BOLD BRIGHTS
Alex* takes spring by surprise in s
floral bikini with matching overskirt
.. .in s colorful multi-print.. .sizes 6-16
.. .$20.

nates

i

Q/tacUeu.
i
For the gal oti
the go ... strikingly
colored separates
tailored to perfection
by Bradley. Shown is
part of our Americana
collection of many
coordinated items in
Dan Press Fortrel*
polyester and cotton.
Truly groat colors; .

j

t*
St

Sizes 12.20
men*tyhdjacket JJ3#00
welkertkirt
ch+ckod bHmtw

$10.00
$5.00-7.00
rj

The Little House
200% SOUTH THIHO STREET
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NORTH SECOND STRET
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Student Half Fare Rates Now Involved In Court Controversy
minetton." The bias is harming
. _v
march on down to Congress and people
over 22, who must pay
- WASHINGTON (CPS)--The fate ^ a majority to have tha law
full
fare
for essentially the same
of airline Youth Fare--for tha changed to allow Youth Fare. service people
12-22 get for half
moment anyway—Is In the hands
(or two-thirds) fare and must
of the five-man Civil Aeronautics THE OLD VS. THE YOUNG
-Board. The C.A.B. members are The generational
conflict bear the burden of discounts to
ourrenay „eijh.n, th. pro. «. Odtoou. i
p-V <*-.'. « I.
000. «^»d IMt week by Mend. pwchdnglcAl conrfd.r.Uons>« Th«bm "^"J^ *
such rivalry) arises at least ^Z£T£L££££?«
bow WSSJT^Z^2uS
Mdtom of th. .pedal discount ^.'SSm^'SSLJ^SJ
in the charge of "unjust dlscrt- people discounts because 01 ~
tne
Since other matters may take
•priority, and potential implica"tlons of the decision will be purI sued, it is not certain when a
decision will be made. Meanwhile, Youth Fare lives. And
even after the Issue is decided,
I bany new evidence would require
' b,more consideration. That, and
• any court challenge, would carry
a reprieve for young travelers.
>. During litigation the discounts
I' * would continue.
The courts, or Congress, will
probably have the final say. Un- less the C.A.B comes up with a
(compromise acceptable to all
Liparties, its decision will probably
[cube appealed. Several Congressmen are trying to amend the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 so that
IgtVooth Fare is specifically perImltted.
But for now, the controversy 1«
II in the C.A.B.'s lap.. Its hear■^-lngs provided a microcosm of
Big Government's bureaucracy at
[work, spiced with some of the for> ces at play in society at large;
the legislative branch vs. the
f Judicial, the old vs. the young,
i profiteers vs. profiteers, apfl
'"good" discrimination vs. evil
[discrimination.
PTHE COURTS VS. LEGISLATORS
The C.A.B., created by an act
Congress, is concerned about
|how its decision will hold up in
["court. The current hassle over
[ Youth Fare began when Trailways
FBus Company 45 smaller carJrfeVs, and a national trade assoc#. lation of bus operators (also re•• presenting, Greyhound) field suit
to make the C.A.D listen to Its
•arguments that the discounts are
> illegal. The Fifth Circuit Court
:'ln New Orleans agreed with some
J • of the arguments, and ordered the
I C.A.B. to investigate.
|:g" C.A.B. . Examiner Arthur S.
[.Present ruled on January 21 that
i'V the fares are "unjustly discrlmi|ij.?natory " and therefore in violaj^iilon of the 1958 Act He ordered
j&fheni abolished, but the order
i was stayed by petitions from several airlines, from the U.S. Naj-ttonal Student Association, and
■ Campus Americans for Democratic Action.
While the C.A.B. Is considering whether to uphold Present's
ruling, looming in the shadows
its the expectation «f. what the "t -^
'tv^raBBjl
courts will do if its action is : W.
"challengea. The'CTA^7TeaI5"R
has to Interpret the Aviation.
Act by legal not popular, standards, ignoring a deluge of mail
from students and parents.
Board chairman John H.
Crooker minced no words when
he spoke "to an attorney upset
with the situation. If you don't like
the procedure, he said, then

50c

.^jntorf nta. 0. te.,1 .nd rf PROFITEERS AT ODDS
lh.lr lmnr Ability to w. DU- W« elmr thtt the rml coac.ru
count erjuments th.tpnrents,»l- d too bus complies Is not Jusreedy pressed by the rising com Be., but moony. While mUnmy.
of putttnj ohUdron throujh ool- counsel Hownrd S. Borai mdd
lojo, .too bwtt, A. on. of th. bus opendor. thoujht ttot It«.
g-J* %*SSTSSSt
SSlt, to i£S££l£?l£««*** So^ittorST
njauit
■»«"> tbo..
w*»w under
mwot eg.
99.—_—,.,

...

.... ^

J,

..

arcmaH attnmnv Vance Moreen

**«**"* "» •"S.**^* SX.'SrlEm? <£.S!
to. profitsto >« the bus con.- ^^^ toS3il.Jo.lmn>
ponies sold In effect.
„ „rS to^o nnotbormtonwy
The ilrlum nrgued tiutnduHs asprofit,
to up, nnotnor no „
e
w.r. not ^£J^£ *""* so'the nlrUnw too nr. profitp«>pl. flyinj Tooth For. kept Ml no ra «"•
£ aM

That may bat

J^JurS^jX^
result hubeen good. To. court,
moy owe to MJCMO Thmnor dto^J^^ to us, „„. uap>od
thing. A, nttonuy Morgnn mid,
,<Th,r<„ „„ ..id.ncoth.tJo.Sc.

"K .M m-ratt-t S TSTWA «TiSSSm •«*■- '^^SS^JS! JSSJTyJ^Sk M
o?uS^
«rst cSlderntloo into out-ol- to protoet nlrllnm, not to protect ^l^^f^T
™"
'
""* "1" *"
pocket
loss. The kids were no bus companies from competition, ing puses or .nun,.
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% Noted Film
To Be Shown

"The Threepenny Opera »»
based on the play by Bertolt
Brecht, will be the International
.Film shown in the Ferrell Room
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday.
A social commentary set id
Victorian England, its theme of
Ironic disenchantment and wry
optimism is universal.
Though the streets through
which Mackie Messer and Polly
walk are supposed to be Soho in
the 90's, they are really wharf
s^te and slum in a timeless ex
travaganza born of Brecht's social irony.
.
The police, the underworld, the
reprobate characters all move
through a series of audacious incidents which comment on the
society Brecht knew, the Berlin
between wars, 1928-1931. Yet the
enormous popularity of this
1
1931 satire suggests an affinity
between the generation Brecht
knew and our own.
Condemned by Hitler in the
30's, and believed to have been
destroyed ' by its censors,
the work has been completely
pieced back together.
It was acclaimed the Best
Foreign Film of the Year by the
National Board of Review In
»31.
In the 1948 Brussels World Poll
of Film Critics and Film Directors, It was named "One of the Top
10 in Cinema History."

Hoving Teaches
Dance Class
Lucas Hoving of the Lucas
Hoving Dance Company instructed a master class at Eastern
following his performance.
Attending the class were visitors from the University of Kentucky,
Catherine Spalding
College, Berea College. Murray,
Morehead, and East Tennessee
State University.
Eastern's Woman's Recreation
Association who registered the
participants reported that 66
students and faculty took part in
! the lesson. Following the class
Hoving signed autographs and
talked informally with individuals
and groups.
Mrs.
Virginia Jinks, In*
structor of dance at Eastern reported that Hoving possessed
treat skill as a teacher. Mrs.
Jinks said, "I praise highly Mr.
Hoving* s understanding of his art
and his geniune concern for his
students."
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'The Crucible'!
Production Set

Eastern Art Instructor
Fashions Two Bronze Casts

f:

BY BETTYT. BLAKE
tucklans made by the late sculFROM THE COURIER JOURNAL ptor Christian Petersen. Peter"You get personally involved sen's plaster cast, about 24
In a project like this," said Inches by 24 inches shows two
Barry Tlnsley, art instructor at small Kentucky boys on a mule.
Eastern. Tlnsley was packing his Petersen fashioned the plaster
car with two bronze casts and cast from his own sketches, made
one in plaster, preparatory to a while traveling through Kentucky
750-mile trip to deliver them to 32 years ago. Until his death In
Des Molnes, Iowa.
1963, Petersen was artist in
Tlnsley has cast into bronze residence at Iowa State Uni for an Iowa woman, Mrs. Clifford verslty, Ames, Iowa.
Donovan, a bit of rural Ken - Last July, while Tlnsley was

■

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab
24 Hour Service

623-1400
All CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

STOP and SHACK at

BURGER BROIL
A
PRINT PERFECTION
Visit the
"SHIFT CORNER"

The Home of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
and French Fries.
Shakes:

COLLEGE and CAREER
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-42001

Paper Read

A paper on the electret us ,
In making microphones and elect
tries! instruments, was read
a recent meeting of the Kentuc
Representatives from Eastern and the Unichairman of the UK Department of History Section of the American Physic
versity of Kentucky attended an organizaand chairman of the executive council of the Society at Lexington by Brucl
tional meeting Friday of the University
University Press; UK interim President A. Safriet, an Eastern sophomoi
Press of Kentucky, a new cooperative pubD. Klrwan; Dr. Frederic C. Ogden, dean of the
The paper described expert]
lishing venture involving nine Kentucky inCollege of Arts and Sciences at Eastern, and mental
studies on the electr«
stitutions. At the meeting held on UK's camDr. Robert Martin, Eastern's president
conducted by Safriet, three
pus, were, from left. Dr. Holman Hamilton,
Eastern students/ and two
sistant professors in the physic
department at Eastern.
The electret, a polarized dialJ
ectric, is analogous to a per man-]
ent magnet. It is a source
electric field while the magnet]
a source
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
organization of the paper when afterward by the Board of Re<* magnetic field.
he
to more than 30 6 1 8
STAFF WRITER
reports for the Job. These gents oft January 10.1968.
V * * °*
Collegiate
Journalism educa^ong with
campus OAJWHOHMI
experience William
Sexton, euitur
editor o»of- search»^
».^n? ro^^nism by
r*i
w^
•
i_.unegiate journalism
eauca- —•»»-»
•"«• »m|n»
-mumi
UMWU
* wide
-ctret
rodu
e eci
I WO DUSineSSeS "on was first attempted lOOyears Produce well rounded invididuals Publishers Hall Syndicate, in hisfl
*n,f1fhas
P
^
"
J
x ww v uujuivijowo ago mis
this week byo*
by General Robert who are conscious of public af- article "Education for ^rwt- ^. _no*,beenfullyexP1^
E. Lee when Washington College **» **** interests. Familiarity llsm" in the February issue of. "** m®e^1* was,held at
offered 50 press scholarships with politics, science, psycholo- QuiU Magazine for Journalists Ul!£er*"Jr * r*?tu?ky* „
l
during his presidency.
W. medicine, history, interna- stated, "what agriculture was to v ™,1 ^ o ereWhUeh
«£?? ^°
d
The program was to consist tt°nal affairs, and economics the last century and technology SKf *"^. **
«* ,
of free tuition in the classics Produce a Journalist
to thefirst two-thirds of this one. Wallie
"er Schoellmann.
assl
Few people are born with the communications will be to the im- «»™ professors ai
plus one hour of on-the-job trainTimothy
Young and Jerry Faugt
Student Discount Cards, a ser- lng each day.
ability to follow through with all, mediate futur
future."
vice of the Student Association,
Lee died in 1870 with the school the preceding without being edprovides from 5 to 15 percent betng renamed Washington and seated in the different fields.
discount on transactions at 7 Lee, never to see one of his This constitutes the need for
Richmond businesses.
scholarships accepted. Contro- Journalism colleges on campuses
Two new businesses have been versary was all that the pro - Jus* is there are colleges of
added since last fall. Curriers.. gram accomplished which didn't law and medicine.
Music World now provides 10» die with Lee.
Eastern By—Pass
Eastern's Journalism curridiscount on 45 and LP records in ion« after 19 van™ of cam- culum his been developing since
Richmond, Kentucky
and stereo tapes. HarrisGulf Sta- J*™* g*"Jf PSUU? 2?- »»WIWB the ProgresTwL first
Fret Miwy-Cirry Out-Eat li
tion, located on theBy-Pasapro- ^J^fcJSSa^walto
to *"*>*
* Mr- G- L<* McCUin
l
p
vides 50 cents off on car wash; «"*ed g ™%y™™£ „£ ** "»Went T.J. Coates. ProOpen 'til 2 A.M. Friday thru Saturday
Gr
w
12 P.M. Sunday thru Thursday
vice; 10% off for
professor who the new boy's
nalism.
Another
eight
years
Order by Phono for Faster Service
more; and 10% off on tune uPs«
passed before theprogram open- mended £or ^ ^^fc^ ^ „
and mechanical work.
The discount cards may be ed*
««.«,
years as adviser to the Pro623-6102
Pulitzer was optimistic when 1^ ^ D
- ^. FaltlJl
purchased in room 201 Student
Union Building for 50 cents and he wrote in 1904: "Before the ^idv^ from ttm to wS
Allow Approximately 20 Minutes
will remain valid until Septem- century closes, i-^-J^rrSi^
nalism will be generally ac - sional help as i Journalist. Durcepted as a feature of higher ing his seven years with the
education like schools of law or Progress he raised its prestige
medicine."
.and converted that paper fronfa
The original functions of the ^j^, t to §m ££"
journalism schools Lee and Pul- hToS taliinS? h~om.
itzer were fighting for are still J* J!?2J%L5Z!Z ♦ETS^
tha same,- rprruitinff selection •"•
Present adviser to the Profrom'«resa« Shortly alter his arriintegration of knowledge ..—•
' an Ad Hoc Committee on
other fields, demonstration, conm was appointed by
a - m- i
tinuing education, criticism, repyii/b
reeentation,
conservation of
3Kiaoa
resennuion,
conservation
m *arm|n-i«JLiil^ia^ liflJfliiS?!

University Press

Journalism Education Celebrating
100th Anniversary This Week

Join Eastern
Discount Plan

Pizza to

Bright outlook for Summer . .
the sleeveless demi-fit jewel
neckline. New materials, and
a rainbow of colors.

Smcwt
5<&**

working on a graduate degree In
Iowa, he was approached by the
new owner of the plaster model,
Miss Esther Burns, sister of
Mrs. Donovan. She asked Tlnsley
if he could copy plaster "sculPture" in bronze? He said he
thought so.
"It took longer than I thought
It would," Tlnsley said before
leaving for Iowa. "But now that
I've finished It, I feel I ought
to deliver it myself.''
There Is no known record of
the names of the boys who in spired Petersen to sketch the
scene In 1937 when he saw the
youngsters riding the mule as
they returned home from Sunday
school.
However, there seems to be
a certain amount of poetic Justice to the fact that the scene,
which originated in Kentucky,
was turned Into bronze here in
the heart of the Bluegrass.
Tlnsley is more protective
about the fragile plaster or lglnal-already chipped -than he
is about the two bronze copies
he has made. Tlnsley's studio
is an old slaughterhouse on the
outskirts of Richmond, which
he shares with two other Eastern instructors.

"The Crucible," by ArthJ
Miller, will be presented
the Pearl Buchanan Th«
April 5, 7-10, under the
rectlon of Horace Kelley, asl
sistant professor of drar
Members of the cast ar|
Lana Bell, Anne Bomar, Lei
Butler, Ken Dees, Bill Gibs
John Graves, Jennifer Kell«
Michael Lay cock, Tony Mam
Charlene Marcum, Harold M«
Cay,
Marianne Montgomi
Randy Nolte, Carolyn Rltchil
Kathy Thornton, Toni Trimbll
Craig Tussey, Bruce Williams
Gary Wilson, and Janie Wilj

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
West Main Street

Richmond, Ky

82S/ JRL TSS."^TtX^TV™ *™™***~.»*!»*

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

structlon and research.

^„--,-u_m ™_ „_*«wt«..i

■Martinizing"

•

The primary concern is the *>«">»*** was established soon
preparation of young people
for careers in communicating.
Employers expect the new graduates to be able to spell, type (Continued from Page One)
and write a good news story t understand philosophy. Jargon, and, President Kennedy for whom he
—jhad campaigned actively, Mankiewicz left his law practice to
become director of the Peace
Corps program for Peru. Later
he was appointed director for all
the Latin American programs of
that agency.
In 1966 Senator Robert
nedy asked Mankiewicz to Join
his staff as Press secretary.
Mankiewicz served in that capacity throuh two years of Senatorial activity and the presidential campaigning of 1968 until
the Senator's death...

Mankiewicz

jHutterbye*

Since then Mankiewicz has
continued to be active in public
life—as in observer and participant. He covered the Republican Convention as the NBC
correspondent and attended the
Democratic Convention as a delegate from California and key aide
to Senator George McGovern.
Mankiewicz ran for i seat in
the California Assembly in 1952.
He served in the infantry in the]
European theater in World War
H.
He is a member of the
Bar of the State of California
the United States Supreme Court.
Mankiewicz and his wife, Molly, have two sons, Joshua and
Benjamin.

m
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Plus i 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939

311 W. Main

NOW!!
■'•.BRBtf"

Stamng

Beryl Reid Susannah York Coral Browne
AIM st»mg

Ronald Fraser Patricia Medina Hugh Paddick

Daniel Boone ChicKen'nBeef
is coming to RICHMOND

FLUTTERBYE PAISIEY

• * ' One of the most modern MOTELS in DAYTON A
200 Spacious Units

"'* .. ' Indoor and Outdoor Pool
Recreation Area
«

IVfcere ffce EKU Girls...and Guys are
.

Sk.

'A_

-

Your favorite paisley in
bright rich colors. Metal
enamel back zipper dosing, jewel neckline, buttons
trim shoulder seams, wear
it with or without self He
belt. In 100% rayon print
and in Turquoise or
Orange. Sites 10 to IS,

1

ELDER :
Richmond's
Family Store
Since 1893

Fried chicken, roost beef sandwiches, fish, shrimp and al the
trimminas. The most delicious virrles in the entire territory.
Dine with us, or phone and use our drive-in window. This is
"Boone Country".

Eastern

,?'

MOST in Dry Cleaning

ANNOUNCEMENT
$10.00
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Alumni Would Find Campus
Changed With Student Center
Is
for Delaware
»■ cadet
™» principal
Prt*»PM *<>r
"•»*»'•
8chool
H
2?L
t
\*,"S55r,J>
^^nner ^cy i^ Colflejh.
,m?Jfa\ "Tl^S*^
» ? "*^" •TJ^SILS
?£***
^"JfJ^lESjf
M dl n,
^ ° » University of Ky., He
1
***
"* **^
*•'SEE.*
.* tt
i0
r ,,
5ao ALaM
f ^% *J *J*** *
*
*"»• SIIRY?!6?MYIK
<M
. "• JKR?* L*I**~YNK'. 5?'
** ■tanoned In Vietnam and his
*»£•" * ^C.987*5?r- <**
^J&*™ae*™**£*'
lmm . PATRICIA SEXTON.
™"™
"**,v* '68.
'■"i"Is
employed by the Turner Expedltln
f Service at Blue Grass Field
LeHngton, Mailing address: 817
*••' "*** Str##ti **• 8F» Lw"
ln
**2* „„ . „„ „„,^„mT T
HERBERT LEE MCDOWELL,
<M ls
»
—!«*>»* Intramural dlnctoT
•* Ft* ■«■**•. VS *»
married to the former Jane Can*»r ■»* lives on Route 1, Tabb,
Va. 23608.
DON "zr~""".t
HUDSON. •66.
7™
^T» "a member
— ■-■■■•■
* «• f^fr * tto B«rea Communlty H^ Scbtwl, was recent£ "onored as the young educator of the year, by the Berea
Jaycees. Hudson Is said to respend beyond the call of duty In
activities and Interest In bis students.
ED DEVERE, who lacks only
MITCHELL, '50, and BETTY Jg* «* """ *»•* ^ four1! hours earning his BS degree, was honored as the outJEAN CALICO •&, FRENCH
JEREMIAH H. WAGNER, '62.are residing on Third St. Circle <65 formeriy of the EKU staff standing youn« farmer by the
In Cochran, Ga. where MltcheU jg '„,„, Uvln£ m {h9 LouisviUe *•** *»«••■. He Is preslteaches at Middle Georgia Col- area Jerry ls principal at the dent °* *•*• Southern Blue Grass
lege and Betty ls a math teach- Jefferson Area Vocational School District of Young Farmers, and
er at Cochran High School.
(Englehard Extension). He and iui6a numerous awards in the
HENRY F. PRYSE, «C5, direct- ^ wUe ^ tonner Patricia Jo **•*» <* agriculture and dairy
or of
Eastern's
Upward Harmless have three children, arming. Ed. and Mrs. Devere
Bound program, and John Strin- Kimbra, £usan and Robert. Their ^the 'ormer JANICE ELIZAger, Upward Bound field super- Q^ mining address is 3823 BETH CRAIG, '68),wereinBrisrisor, represented Eastern at the ormond Road St. Matthews Ky. tol, Va,, recently where be atrecent Kentucky Upward Bound They would enjoy hearing from old tended an executive board meetProject Director's Association friends and alumni who live In Ing of the Southeast Division of
Dairyman's , Inc., This is a fivemeeting on the campus. Mr. that area.
Prysn &*▼• the welcoming adLK MAJORS (HARVEY LEE state organisation of which Dedre
*s.
YEARY n, '63) of the TV ser- vere ls secretary. Ed and Janies "Big Valley" was honored Ice live at 619 Chestnut St.,
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS D. ln January by the National Col- Berea 40403.
MOSGROVE '56, are now re- legiate Athletic Association. The
siding at 1115 Greentree Court, commemorative plaque recog- ALZA BOWLING, '68, is an
Lexington, where Tommy is a x&zed undergraduate athletic sue- agsnt for the Kentucky Realty
drug salesman. Mrs. Mosgrove cess and outstanding achievement c©., Handy Pike. Harrodsburg.
will be remembered as the for- ln the recipient's career. Lee He specialises In the sale of
mer Marlene Tracy, '56.
lives at 28857 Cllffslde Drive, homes, farms and businesses,
Mrs. Adolph Hearon (CAROLE Mallbu, Calif. 80265.
state wide.
LEE SHROUT,'56) la teaching In DOUGLAS PAUL BLANKEN- ELIZABETH ARNETT PATOhio and resides at 1658 Mo- SHIP, '64. ls a Ph.D candidate at RICK, «68 ls a housewife and
mean Road, Stow, Ohio 44224. ,OMo State University, having re- mother. Her husband is Jimmy
HELEN LOUIS WINCHESTER,! ceived his M.A. at the University Patrick, and they have a 2 year
'57, is now Mrs. Logan Ross and of Ky.
He Is also with the old daughter, Stephanie Lynn,
they reside at 3747 Shady Lane. Geography Dept. at Ohio State, Their address ls67Spurlin TrailNorth Bend, Ohio 45062. where His address is Paramount #31, «r Part Route 6, Richmond,
she is teaching.
581 E. Town St, Columbus, Ohio KY* 40476.
CHARLES R, BROUGHTON, 48215.
RUTH REIBLING, «68, ls now
'57, is the new director of adRAYMOND T. WEBER, '67. is a Mrs. William Ray Smith and is a
ministration at the Lexington- bank examiner residing at 4507 graduate assistant in history at
Evansville Ind. Western
western Ky. University.
university, Their
ineir
Blue Grass Army Depot Major Longview Dr., EvansvlUe,
Broughton has completed a one- 47710.
year tour of duty tall K—'■!>* ROBE
tent trainee for LINDA FAYE WELCH; '68,
He and ms wife. Jewell, and their ls a management
three daughters, Patricia. Donna Montgomery Ward and resides is computer programmer at
and Karen, are making their home at 338 Legion Drive, Apt 118, Wright - Patterson Air Force
at 127 Longview Drive, Rich- Lexington 40503.
Base and resides at Apt 2B,
mond.
DELMAR LAFFERTY, '68,282 332 W. Garland Ave., Falrborn,
ERIC CAMPBELL, «58 '88 8. Henry. Delaware. OMo 48018 Onto 48824,
was elected president of the
Hamilton-Butler Co. Ohio Alumni Chapter at a recent meeting.
He ls principal of Ross High
School, Hamilton, Ohio, ls married to the former Mary Ulan
Gray and has three children.
Terry, Michele-, and Kevin. Other officers of the chapter are
Roselle Martin, '59,, vice president; Marjorie Brown Daniel,
'56, treasurer; and Shirley Vlsedom, '51, secretary.
DONALD EDWARDS, '88, has
Joined the staff at the Berea National Bank. Edwards, a native
of Richmond has been a resident
of Cincinnati for the past seven
years where from 1962-67 be was
a bans examiner with the U.S.
Treasury.
Prior to coming to Berea, he 623-9969
South Hrtt Street
was an auditor with the Citizen's
Bank of Hamilton, Ohio. Mr. Edwards is married to the former
Joyce Maggard, '59, and they have
three children. They are making
their home at ill Holly St., Berea,
Water Strwwt Ntit to But Station
THERON GOOSLIN, '59, is
singer and guitarist at Ramada
WE SPECIALIZE IN
Inn, Lexington.
COLEGIATE'STYLE HAIRCUTS
MAX B. DUNCAN Jr., '63
rightly has a reason to be proud
of Mrs. Duncan, the
former
Thelma Jean Strong because Just
recently she was chosen by the
Younger Woman's Club of Wllliamsburg as "Club Woman of
the Year.'' This honors makes
Mrs. Duncan eligible to represent
1
'ner local club on the district and
state level. She had had 10 years
v of perfect attendance as a K.F.I
S.C. member and has served her
local club as both treasurer and
Go whoro your Potronooo is Appreciated.
i
president. She ls also active
in other civic organisations and
PHONE 623-3985
church work. Her hobbles include
~t„™
tn membership In the Blue Grass
retu
^
B
J!?TneS
rt<tee Ai£>cia*oo where she
that
^n*™ bold? the rank of Junior master,
?eadwherenHan«r^tS!^U 3^M^» iZTZfSZZ
bltng to™ dSS *****
Mrs. Kentucky Pageant held later
The new center will include this year. Max and Thelma have
recreational, food, and service two children. Michael Louis and
facuities.
Martha Chenault, and reside In
Expected completion is Sep- Williamsburg where Max Is extember. 1870.
ecutive vice president of the
Bank of Willlamsburg.
SAMEUL DELBERT FRITZ
MARY JO LEEDS, '48,
«65,
is a senior In the medical
named president of the Women's
school at U.K. He is married
Council of
Real to the former Lynda Mary Overcouncil
of the
u»e Lexinton
LHMD «ew
Estate Board recently. Her <^ah ^^ recelv#g m^ ngjj ^
mailing address Is 121 Forest 209 Lakeshore Dr. Apt. 1 LexAve., Lexington, Ky. 40508.
ineton.
'
Dr. GENE CLARK FARLEY,
WILLIAM B. KEITH, '58 re'46, has resigned as superln- ceived Ms M.S. «64, from Wtendent of the HopUnsville school versity of Mississippi and his
system to Join the faculty at PQ.D in 1866 In Zoology UntWestern Kentucky University, ef- vtrSity of Mississippi where he
fecttve June 30. He ls married u noW assistant professor of bioto the former Beulah Correll logy. He studied on a post-doc143. and resides at 118 N. Sunset torai fellowship In steroid bioCircle. HopUnsville.
chemistry. Worcester Founda.
«tlon
»r Experimental Biology,
2
ROtiE TURNER HARRIS
ls^hlJa^Pica^oeTchool• Shrewsbury/Mass. PubUcattoS
iJFSZILS hifSTin 1M5 ^lude "A Study of Steroid HorShe received her MA in 1855 ^^
Maternal and Fetal
from U. of K s^^^e™n.Himstera''1Sch\^^dS doc•48, who also teaches in Fayette "J?™^. **£* ISlhE 2?
Co.* reside at 363 Stone Road, *2?*g*^JJf; SfSiJlh
Lexington, Ky. 40503.
2^e^"!Sft 311

Regional Speech Festival
Held Here Last Saturday

Alumni who will
campus will discover

Henry Clay High School. Lex- tucky High School Speech League.
ington^ and Bourbon County JunThose who received superior
ior High School, Paris, won ratings will advance to the State
awards ln the recent Regional Speech Festival at Lexington,
Speech Festival at Eastern.
April 17-19.
Contests were held ln such
Henrv Clay Hieh won a trophy
and Bourbon County a certifi- events as extemporaneous speakcate for winning the most points ing discussion, original oratory,
based on superior, excellent analysis of a public address, inand good ratings'In their cate- terpretative reading, broadcast
gories.
announcing and duet acting.
About 600 students, represent- Henry F. Pryse, Eastern's diing high and Junior high schools rector of university-school reIn 19 counties participated ln the lations, was manager of the reFestival- sponsored by the Ken- glonal festival.

D & E

K&Lrs
Florist
& Greenhouse

Eastern By-Pass
623-3161

Us

Trick Shot
' 623-49*8

From the angle of vision, It appears that this trailer ls being
placed on top of Commonwealth Hall. However, In actuality,
the trailer ls being used In the construction of the physical
education-stadium building now under construction.

T*e Only Steve la
REBECCA RUTH CANDY

—

•

J i. JL

i tii.fiiiiii lei-

HOME COOKING

You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.

WELL'S BARBER SHOP
Featuring

-.

i ■-

FOR THE BEST VALUE IN

Seamless $

SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS

•

UOUStS, SWEATERS

I

MESH •
HOSE
2 prs.

SHOP

1

$100

BEIM^FR AIM KLIIM
623-4M1

111 WEST MAI ST. K1CHM0*, KY.

Save up to $3.00!
Major label LP's! Top artists!
ROLLING STONES
WOODY GUTHRIE
CHARLIE BYRD
THE ANIMALS
ASTRUD GILBERTO

SONNY & CHER
PETE SEEGER
RAY CHARLES
STAN GETZ
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

WES MONTGOMERY
DAVE VAN RONK
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO
JIMMY SMITH
THELONIOUS MONK

Many more in this special purchase. Classics included!
Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

MMSM
TORE
k

OHlffi
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